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1. Introduction
In this article, as a sequel of [51], we prove a conjectural refinement of the global
Gan–Gross–Prasad conjecture ([7]) for unitary groups under some local conditions.
This refinement is modeled on the pioneering work of Waldspurger ([40]) on toric
periods and the central values of L-functions on GL2. In an influential paper [23],
Ichino and Ikeda first formulated the refinement for orthogonal groups. After the
Ichino–Ikeda formulation, N. Harris considered the case of unitary groups in his
Ph.D Thesis at UCSD ([21]).
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1.1. The conjecture of Ichino–Ikeda and N. Harris. We now recall the con-
jectural refinement. Let E{F be a quadratic extension of number fields with adeles
denoted by A “ AF and AE respectively. Let V be a Hermitian space of dimen-
sion n ` 1 and W a (non-degenerate) subspace of codimension one. Denote the
unitary groups by UpV q and UpW q respectively. Let G “ UpW q ˆ UpV q be the
product and H the diagonal embedding of UpW q into G. Let π “ πn b πn`1 be
a cuspidal automorphic representation of GpAq and let πi,E be the base change of
πi to GLipAEq, i “ n, n ` 1. Denote by Lps, πEq the Rankin-Selberg convolution
L-function Lps, πn,E ˆ πn`1,Eq due to Jacquet–Piatetski-Shapiro–Shalika ([27]). It
is known to be the same as the one defined by the Langlands–Shahidi method.
The reader may consult the introduction of [11] for an overview of the study of the
central value Lp1{2, πn,E ˆ πn`1,Eq. We also consider the adjoint L-function of π
(cf. [7, §7],[21, Remark 1.4])
Lps, π,Adq “ Lps, πn, AdqLps, πn`1, Adq.
We refer to Remark 7 for the definition of the adjoint L-function at bad places (also
cf. Remark 1 after Conjecture 1.1 below).
Denote the constant
∆n`1 “
n`1ź
i“1
Lpi, ηiq “ Lp1, ηqLp2, 1F qLp3, ηq ¨ ¨ ¨Lpn` 1, ηn`1q,
where η is the quadratic character of FˆzAˆ associated to E{F by class field theory.
Note that here ∆n`1 “ LpM_p1qq where M_ is the motive dual to the motive M
associated to the quasi-split reductive group Upn` 1q defined by Gross ([15]). We
will be interested in the following combination of L-functions
L ps, πq “ ∆n`1 Lps, πEq
Lps` 1
2
, π, Adq .(1.1)
We also write L ps, πvq for the local factor at v.
Let rHs denote the quotient HpF qzHpAq and similarly for G. We endow HpAq
(GpAq, resp.) with their Tamagawa measures 1 and rHs (rGs, resp.) with the
quotient measure by the counting measure on HpF q (GpF q, resp.), cf. §2. In [7],
Gan, Gross and Prasad propose to study an automorphic period integral
Ppφq “ PHpφq :“
ż
rHs
φphq dh, φ P π.
They conjecture that the non-vanishing of the linear functional P on π (possibly
by varying the Hermitian spaces pW,V q and switching to another member in the
Vogan L-packet 2 of π) is equivalent to the non-vanishing of the central value
Lp1
2
, πEq of the Rankin-Selberg L-function. This conjectural equivalence is proved
for π satisfying some local conditions in our previous paper ([51]). One direction
of the equivalence had also been proved by Ginzburg–Jiang–Rallis (cf. [11], [12]).
For arithmetic application, it is necessary to have a more precise relation between
the automorphic period integral P and the L-value L p1{2, πEq. To state the
1Since the unitary group H has a nontrivial central torus, we need to introduce a convergence
factor: dh “ Lp1, ηq´1
ś
v
Lp1, ηvq|ω|v for a nonzero invariant differential ω of top degree on H.
Similarly for G.
2For the term “Vogan L-packet ”, cf. [7, §9-11].
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precise refinement of the Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture, we need to introduce more
notations. Let x¨, ¨yPet be the Peterson inner product
xφ, ϕyPet “
ż
rGs
φpgqϕpgq dg, φ, ϕ P π.(1.2)
Fix a decomposition as a product
x¨, ¨yPet “
ź
v
x¨, ¨yv
under the decomposition π “ bπv. In this way we fix an invariant inner product on
πv. Ichino and Ikeda first consider the following integration of matrix coefficient:
for φv, ϕv P πv, we define when πv is tempered
αvpφv , ϕvq “
ż
Hv
xπvphqφv, ϕvyv dh, Hv “ HpFvq.(1.3)
It has the following nice properties for tempered πv:
(1) It converges absolutely and it is positive definite: αvpφv, φvq ě 0.
(2) When πv is unramified
3, and the vectors φv, ϕv are fixed by Kv such that
xφv, ϕvyv “ 1, we have
αvpφv, ϕvq “ L p1
2
, πvq ¨ volpHpOvqq.
(3) If HomHpFvqpπv,Cq ‰ 0, then the form αv does not vanish identically.
The first two were proved by Ichino and Ikeda (N. Harris in the unitary group
case). The third property was conjectured by them and proved by Sakellaridis
and Venkatesh ([36, §6.4]) in a more general setting. Waldspurger also proved the
third property in the p-adic orthogonal case. Because of the second property, we
normalize the form αv as follows:
α6vpφv, ϕvq “
1
L p1
2
, πvq
ż
Hv
xπvphqφv, ϕvyv dh.(1.4)
Clearly α6v is invariant under Hv ˆ Hv and we may call it the “local canonical
invariant form”.
We are now ready to state the conjecture of Ichino–Ikeda and N. Harris (cf.
[23], [21, Conjecture 1.3]) that refines the global Gan–Gross–Prasad conjecture for
unitary groups. Assume that the measure on HpAq defining P and the measures
on HpFvq defining αv satisfy:
dh “
ź
v
dhv.
Conjecture 1.1. Assume that π is tempered, i.e., πv is tempered for all v. For
any decomposable vector φ “ bφv P π “ bπv, we have
(1.5)
|Ppφq|2
xφ, φyPet “
1
|Sπ|L p
1
2
, πq
ź
v
α6vpφv, φvq
xφv, φvyv ,
where Sπ is a finite elementary 2-group: the component group associated to the
L-parameter of π “ πn b πn`1.
3For a non-archimedean place v we say that piv is unramified if the quadratic extension E{F is
unramified at v, the group GpFvq has a hyperspecial subgroup Kv “ GpOvq and piv has a nonzero
Kv-fixed vector.
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Remark 1. The right hand side of the conjectural formula is insensitive to the
definition of local L-factors at the finitely many bad places, as long as we choose
the same definition in L ps, πvq and in the local canonical invariant form α6v.
The conjectural formula of this kind goes back to the celebrated work of Wald-
spurger ([40]) for the central values of L-functions of GLp2q (more or less equivalent
to the case Up1q ˆ Up2q in the unitary setting). An arithmetic geometric version
generalizing the formula of Gross–Zagier and S. Zhang ([16],[44]) is also formulated
in [7, §27], [49] and [50, §3.2]. More explicit formulae were obtained by Gross ([14]),
S. Zhang ([48]) and many others. The formula of Waldspurger and the formula of
Gross–Zagier and S. Zhang ([16], [46],[47],[44]) play an important role in the spec-
tacular development in application to the Birch and Swinnerton-Dyer conjecture for
elliptic curves in the past thirty years. More recently, Y. Tian ([39]) applies both
formulae together to a classical Diophantine question and proves the infinitudes of
square-free congruent numbers with an arbitrary number of prime factors.
The refined global conjecture for SOp3q ˆ SOp4q, concerning “the triple product
L-function”, was established after the work by Garrett [9], Piatetski-Shapiro–Rallis,
Harris–Kudla [19], Gross–Kudla, Watson [43], and Ichino [22]. Recently Gan and
Ichino ([8]) established some new cases for SOp4qˆSOp5q (for endoscopic L-packets
on SOp5q). All of the known cases utilize the theta correspondence in an ingenious
way.
The Waldspurger formula was also reproved by Jacquet and Jacquet–Chen ([4])
using relative trace formulae.
1.2. Main results. We now state our main result. Throughout this paper, we will
assume two hypothesis, denoted by RH(I) and RH(II).
The first one is about some expected properties of the (global and local) L-
packets of unitary groups (for all Hermitian spaces W,V ), analogous to the work
of Arthur on orthogonal groups (cf. [34], [42] for the progress towards the unitary
group case).
RH(I): Let E{F be a quadratic extension of number fields. For i “ 1, 2,
let Vi be a Hermitian space of dimension N , UpViq the unitary group, πi
an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation of UpViq. We further
assume that at one place v0 split in E{F , the representation πi,v0 (i “ 1, 2)
is supercuspidal. Then we have:
(i) The (weak) base change πi,E to ResE{FGLpNq exists and πi,E
is cuspidal with unitary central character, the Asai L-function
Lps, πE , Asp´1qN´1q (cf. Remark 6) has a simple pole at s “ 1.
(ii) The multiplicity of πi in L
2prUpViqsq is one.
(iii) Assume that π1 and π2 are nearly equivalent (i.e., π1,v » π2,v with
respect to fixed isomorphisms V1,v » V2,v, for all but finitely many
places v of F ). Then for every place v of F , π1,v and π2,v are in the
same local Vogan L-packet and this local Vogan L-packet is generic.
The second one is a part of the local Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture in the unitary
group case .
RH(II): Let E{F be a quadratic extension of local fields, and pW0, V0q a
pair of Hermitian spaces of dimension n and n` 1. Then in a generic local
Vogan L-packet Πψ of UpW0q ˆUpV0q, there is at most one representation
π of a relevant pure inner form G “ UpW q ˆ UpV q that admits a nonzero
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invariant linear form, i.e.:
HomHpπ,Cq ‰ 0.
We refer to [7, Conj. 17.1] and [7, §9] for the detailed description. A proof (of an
even stronger version) for tempered L-packets for p-adic fields is recently posted
by Beuzart-Plessis ([2, Theorem 1]); the local conjecture in the orthogonal case for
p-adic fields has earlier been proved by Waldspurger.
We need the fundamental lemma for the Jacquet–Rallis relative trace formu-
lae. In [45] and its appendix, this fundamental lemma is proved when the residue
characteristic p ě cpnq for a constant cpnq depending only on n (cf. Theorem 4.1).
Theorem 1.2. Let π be a tempered (i.e., πv is tempered for every place v) cuspidal
automorphic representation of GpAq. Assume that the running hypothesis RH(I)
and RH(II) holds. Denote by Σ the finite set of non-split places v of F where πv
is not unramified. Assume that
(i) There exists a split place v0 such that the local component πv0 is supercus-
pidal.
(ii) If v P Σ, then either Hv is compact or πv is supercuspidal.
(iii) The set Σ contains all non-split v whose residue characteristic is smaller
than the constant cpnq.
Then we have the following two cases:
(1) (the totally split case) when every archimedean place v of F is split in the
extension E{F (i.e., GF8 » pGLn ˆGLn`1qF8), we have
|Ppφq|2
xφ, φyPet “ 2
´2
L
ˆ
1
2
, π
˙ź
v
α6vpφv, φvq
xφv, φvyv .
(2) (the totally definite case) if GpF8q is compact where F8 “
ś
v|8 Fv, then
there is a non-zero constant cπ8 depending only on the archimedean com-
ponent π8 of π such that:
|Ppφq|2
xφ, φyPet “ cπ82
´2
L
ˆ
1
2
, π
˙ź
v
α6vpφv, φvq
xφv, φvyv .
Remark 2. Under our assumptions piq, the base change of πE of π to the general
linear group is cuspidal and hence
|Sπ| “ |Sπn | ¨ |Sπn`1 | “ 4.
Remark 3. The condition piq is due to the fact that currently we do not have a
complete spectral decomposition of the Jacquet–Rallis relative trace formulae. The
condition piiq seems to be only a technical restriction for our approach and will be
discussed in §9. We have the the restriction for the archimedean place because: 1)
we have not proved the existence of smooth transfer at archimedean places (cf. §5);
2) it is probably a more technical problem to evaluate the constant cπ8 .
Remark 4. For a non-archimedean place v, the unitary group Hv is possibly com-
pact only when n ď 2. When n “ 1, Hv is always compact for a non-split v. In
this case, our proof is essentially the same as the one in [4].
We also make a local conjecture (Conjecture 4.4) for each place v. Together with
a suitable spectral decomposition of the relative trace formulae, this conjecture
would imply Conjecture 1.1 for those π with cuspidal base change πE .
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1.3. Some applications. We have the following application to the positivity of
some central L-values. The positivity is also predicted by the grand Riemann
hypothesis. Lapid has obtained a more general result for Rankin–Selberg central
L-values by a different method ([32], cf. also [31] for the positivity of the central
value of L-function of symplectic type).
Theorem 1.3. Assume that π satisfies the conditions of Theorem 1.2 and E{F is
split at all archimedean places. Then we have
Lp1
2
, πEq ě 0.
Proof. It suffices to show this when Lp1
2
, πEq ‰ 0. Then by [51], there exists π1
in the same Vogan L-packet of π such that the period P on π1 does not vanish.
By replacing π by π1, we may assume that the space HomUpW qpFvqpπv,Cq does not
vanish for every v. Then the local terms α1v do not vanish. Now the positivity
follows from the fact that the α1v are all positive definite, and the other L-values
appearing in L p1{2, πEq except Lp12 , πEq are all positive. 
Remark 5. As another application, M. Harris showed that Conjecture 1.1 would
imply the algebraicity of the L-value L p1{2, πq up to some simple constant when
GpF8q is compact and α8 ‰ 0 (cf. [20, §4.1]).
1.4. Outline of proof. We now sketch the main ideas of the proof, following the
strategy of Jacquet and Rallis ([28]). First of all, by the multiplicity one result
([1],[38]), we know a priori that there is a constant denoted by Cπ depending on π
such that for all decomposable φ, ϕ P π:
PpφqPpϕq “ Cπ
ź
v
α6vpφv, ϕvq.(1.6)
Instead of working with an individual φ P π as in the conjecture, we switch our
point of view to a distribution attached to π.
Definition 1.4. We define the (global) spherical character Jπ associated to a cus-
pidal automorphic representation π as the distribution
Jπpfq :“
ÿ
φ
PpπpfqφqPpφq, f P C8c pGpAqq,(1.7)
where the sum of φ is over an orthonormal basis of π (with respect to the Petersson
inner product).
The name “spherical character” is suggested by many early analogous distribu-
tions (cf. [35] etc.). We also have a local counterpart:
Definition 1.5. We define the (local) spherical character J 6πv associated to πv as
the distribution:
J 6πv pfvq :“
ÿ
φv
α6vpπvpfvqφv , φvq, fv P C8c pGpFvqq,(1.8)
where the sum of φv is over an orthonormal basis of πv. Similarly we define an
unnormalized one Jπv :
Jπv pfvq :“
ÿ
φv
αvpπvpfvqφv , φvq.(1.9)
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By (1.6), we clearly have for decomposable f “Âv fv:
Jπpfq “ Cπ
ź
v
J 6πvpfvq,(1.10)
where in the product in the right hand side, for a given π and f , the local term
J 6πvpfvq “ 1 for all but finitely many v. Then we have the following consequence of
Conjecture 1.1.
Conjecture 1.6. Assume that π is a tempered cuspidal automorphic representa-
tion. For all f “Âv fv P C8c pGpAqq, we have
Jπpfq “ 1|Sπ|L p1{2, πq
ź
v
J 6πv pfvq.
Lemma 1.7. The Conjecture 1.6 is equivalent to Conjecture 1.1.
Proof. It suffices to show that Conjecture 1.6 implies Conjecture 1.1. To see this,
we note that the following are equivalent: p1q HomHpFvqpπv,Cq ‰ 0, p2q αv ‰ 0,
p3q the distribution J 6πv does not vanish. 4 Hence, Conjecture 1.1 holds if for some
v the linear form αv vanishes. Now assume that for all v, the linear forms αv do
not vanish. Then the distributions Jπv do not vanish. Then by Conjecture 1.6, the
constant Cπ must be
1
|Spi|
L p1{2, πq which implies Conjecture 1.1. 
Note that there is a parallel question for the general linear group. This question
can essentially be reduced to the celebrated theory of “Rankin–Selberg convolution”
due to Jacquet–Piatetski-Shapiro–Shalika ([27]). The idea of Jacquet and Rallis
is to transfer the question from the unitary group to the general linear group via
(quadratic) base change. They ([28]) introduced two relative trace formulae (RTF),
one on the unitary group and the other on the general linear group. This is the
main tool of this paper and the previous one ([51]).
In the general linear group case, there is a decomposition of a global spherical
character into a product of the local ones, analogous to Conjecture 1.6. But this
time one may prove it without too much difficulty. Hence, to deduce Conjecture
1.6, it suffices to compare the two local spherical characters. Moreover, since we
only need to find the constant Cπ, we may just choose some special test functions
f , as long as the local spherical character on the unitary group does not vanish for
our choice. Therefore the main innovation of this paper is a formula for the local
spherical character evaluated at some special test functions. The formula can be
viewed as a truncated local expansion of the local spherical character, analogous to
the local expansion of a character due to Harish-Chandra. The result may be of
independent interest in view of local harmonic analysis in the relative setting.
For comparison, let us recall briefly a result of Harish–Chandra. Let F be a
p-adic field. We temporarily use the notation G for the F -points of a connected
reductive group, and g the Lie algebra of G. Let N be the nilpotent cone of g and
N {G the set of G-conjugacy classes in N . The set N {G is finite. Let µO be the
nilpotent orbital integral associated to O P N {G for a suitable choice of measure.
The exponential map defines a homeomorphism exp : ω Ñ Ω where ω (Ω, resp.)
is some neighborhood of 0 in g (1 in G, resp.). Let π be an irreducible admissible
representation of G. Then Harish-Chandra showed that there are constants cOpπq
4It is clear that p2q is equivalent to p3q. The equivalence of p1q and p2q follows from the third
property of αv listed earlier.
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indexed by O P N {G such that when Ω is sufficiently small, for all f supported in
Ω:
trpπpfqq “
ÿ
OPN {G
cOpπqµOppf6q.(1.11)
Here f6 is the function on ω via the homeomorphism exp, and pf6 is its Fourier trans-
form. The constants cOpπq contain important information about π. For example,
there is a distinguished nilpotent conjugacy class, namely the class of 0 P N . If π
is a discrete series representation, the constant ct0upπq is equal to the formal degree
of π for a suitable choice of Haar measure on G.
Now we return to our relative setting. We consider the local spherical character
on the general linear group. Let G1 :“ ResE{F pGLnˆGLn`1q and let Π be an irre-
ducible unitary generic representation of G1pF q. Then the local spherical character
IΠ (cf. (3.31)) defines a distribution on G
1pF q with a certain invariance property.
These distributions are related to distributions on the F -vector space:
sn`1 “ tX PMn`1pEq|X `X “ 0u.
Here X ÞÑ X denotes the Galois involution (entry-wise). The group GLn`1pF q acts
on sn`1 by conjugation. We will be interested in the restriction of this action to the
subgroup GLnpF q (as a factor of the Levi of the parabolic of pn, 1q-type). We let ω
be a small neighborhood of 0 in the F -vector space sn`1. Then we have a natural
way to pull back a function f 1 on a small neighborhood of 1 in G1 to a function
denoted by f 16 on ω (cf. §8 for the precise definition). It is tempting to guess that
there exists an analogous expansion of IΠ in terms of the (relative to GLnpF q-
action) unipotent orbital integrals on sn`1.
5 However, so far there are some
difficulties. For example, when n ě 2 there are infinitely many GLnpF q-nilpotent
orbits in sn`1 and these nilpotent orbital integrals often need to be regularized.
We then restrict ourselves to a subspace of admissible functions (cf. Definition 8.1)
supported on a small ω. The precise definition is very technical. We expect that
admissible functions have vanishing nilpotent orbital integrals (however, generally
not even defined so far), except for one of the two regular unipotent orbits denoted
by ξ´. An expansion such as (1.11) of IΠpfq would then tell us that there should
be only one term left, corresponding to the regular unipotent orbit ξ´. Though it
seems challenging to prove something such as (1.11) in our setting, we nevertheless
manage to establish a truncated version (see Theorem 8.5 for the detail):
Theorem 1.8. Let Π be an irreducible unitary generic representation of G1pF q.
Then for any small neighborhood ω of 0 in sn`1, there exists an admissible function
f 1 P C8c pG1pF qq such that f 16 is supported in ω and
IΠpf 1q “ p˚qµξ´ppf 16q ‰ 0,
where p˚q is an explicit non-zero constant depending only on the central character
of Π.
We have a similar result for a local spherical character Jπ on the unitary group
when either π is a supercuspidal representation or the group UpW q is compact. See
§9 for more details (Theorem 9.7). Then our main Theorem 1.2 follows from the
local comparison of the two spherical characters (cf. §4 Conjecture 4.4).
5Relative to the GLnpF q-action, an X P sn`1 is “nilpotent” if the closure of its GLnpF q-orbit
contains zero.
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The proof for the unitary group case seems to be harder and needs the full
strength of our previous results in the companion paper [51]. Namely we have to
make use of the following results (cf. §9)
(1) The existence of smooth transfer.
(2) Compatibility of smooth transfer with Fourier transform.
(3) Local (relative) trace formula on “Lie algebra”.
Note that the proof in [51] of these ingredients are in the reverse order listed here.
1.5. Structure of this paper. After fixing some notations in §2, we review several
global periods involving the general linear group in §3 and deduce the decomposition
analogous to Conjecture 1.6. Then in §4 we recall the Jacquet–Rallis RTF and
reduce the question to a comparison of local spherical characters. Then we give
the proof of Theorem 1.2 assuming a local result (Theorem 4.6). In §5 we deal
with the totally definite case (i.e., GpRq compact). In §6 we prepare some (relative)
harmonic analysis on Lie algebras. In §7 and §8, we prove the local character
expansion for the general linear group. The two key ingredients are Lemma 7.6
and Lemma 8.8. In §9 we show the local character expansion for the unitary group
under some conditions, and complete the proof via the comparison of both spherical
characters.
Finally, we warn the reader of the change of measures: Only in the introduction,
we use the Tamagawa measures associated to a differential form ω on H normalized
by:
dh “ Lp1, ηq´1
ź
v
Lp1, ηvq|ω|v.
To have a natural local decomposition, below we will immediately switch to
dh “
ź
v
dhv, dhv “
ź
v
Lp1, ηvq|ω|v.
Another change comes when we move to the local setting (cf. the paragraph before
Lemma 4.7): there we consider the unnormalized local measure
dhv “ |ω|v.
Similar warning applies to other groups such as G and the general linear group.
Part 1. Global theory
2. Measures and notations
We always endow discrete groups with the counting measure.
2.1. Measures and notations related to the general linear group. We first
list the main notations and conventions throughout this paper. We denote Hn “
GLn, its standard Borel Bn with the diagonal torus An, the unipotent radical Nn
of Bn. We denote by Bn,´ the opposite Borel subgroup, and Nn,´ its unipotent
radical, and an open subvariety H 1n “ NnAnNn´ of Hn (essentially the open cell of
Bruhat decomposition). Their Lie algebras are denoted by hn, nn etc. We denote
by Mn,mpF q the F -vector space of all nˆm matrices with coefficients in F ; and if
n “ m we write it as MnpF q. Then we have a natural embedding Hn Ă Mn. We
denote
en “ p0, 0, ..., 0, 1q PM1,npF q,
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and let e˚n PMn,1pF q be the transpose of en. The letter u (v, resp.) usually denotes
an upper (lower, resp.) triangular unipotent matrix or a column (row, resp.) vector.
We usually understand Hn´1 as a subgroup of Hn via the block-diagonal em-
bedding
Hn´1 Q h ÞÑ
ˆ
h
1
˙
P Hn.
We thus have a sequence of embeddings ... Ă Hn´2 Ă Hn´1 Ă Hn. Similarly we
have have a sequence of embeddings for the diagonal torus An, the unipotent Nn,
etc..
For a quadratic extension E{F (local or global), we assume that
E “ F rτ s,
where τ “ ?δ, δ P Fˆ. We write E˘ the F -vector space where the nontrivial
Galois automorphism in GalpE{F q acts by ˘1, and E` “ F .
Let now F be a local field. We will fix an additive character ψ “ ψF of F and
then define a character ψE of E by
ψEpzq “ ψp1
2
trE{F zq
for the trace map trE{F : E Ñ F . In particular, we have the compatibility ψE |F “
ψ. We also say that ψ is unramified if F is non-archimedean and the largest
fractional ideal of F over which ψ is trivial is OF . Similarly for ψE . On MnpEq
there is a bi-E-linear pairing valued in E given by
xX,Y y :“ trpXY q.(2.1)
We then have a Fourier transform for φ P C8c pMnpEqqpφpXq :“ ż
MnpEq
φpY qψEpxX,Y yq dY.
Here we use the self-dual measure on MnpEq, i.e., the unique Haar measure char-
acterized by: ppφpXq “ φp´Xq.(2.2)
Note that this is also the same measure obtained by identifying MnpEq with En2
and using the self-dual measure on E “ M1pEq. We now view both MnpF q and
MnpE´q as F -vector subspaces of MnpEq. Then the restriction of the pairing x¨, ¨y
to each of them is non-degenerate F -valued pairing. In this way we may define
the Fourier transform of f P C8c pMnpE˘qq and we normalize the Haar measure
on MnpE˘q as the self-dual one characterized by the analogous equation to (2.2).
Set n “ 1 and we have a measure for F “ E` and E´. Note that if we use the
isomorphism F » E´ by x ÞÑ ?δx, then the measure on E´ is |δ|1{2F dx for the
self-dual measure dx on F . Here our absolute values on F and E are normalized
such that
dpaxq “ |a|F dx, a P F,
and similarly for E.
On Fˆ we denote the normalized Tamagawa measure associated to the differen-
tial form x´1dx:
dˆx “ ζF p1q dx|x|F ,
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and the unnormalized one:
d˚x “ dx|x|F .
Similarly for Eˆ. On HnpF q we will take the Haar measure
dg “ ζF p1q
ś
ij dxij
| detpgq|nF
, g “ pxijq,
and similarly for HnpEq (where we replace ζF p1q by ζEp1q). Sometimes we also
shorten | detpgq| by |g| if no confusion arises.
We will assign the measure on NnpF q the additive self-dual measure:
du “
ź
1ďiăjďn
duij , u “ puijq P NnpF q.
We denote the modular character by
δnpaq “ detpAdpaq : nnq “
nź
i“1
an`1´2ii ,
where a “ diagra1, a2, ..., ans P AnpF q acts on n by AdpaqX “ aXa´1. Similarly,
we have δn,E if we replace F by E. For x PMn,mpF q, we define
}x} “ maxt|xij |F u1ďiďn,1ďjďm.
Now let F be a number field and let ψ “ śv ψv be a nontrivial character of
F zA. We denote by A1 the subgroup of Aˆ consisting of x “ pxvqv P Aˆ with
|x| “śv |xv|v “ 1. We endow the group HnpAq with the product measure
dg “
ź
v
dgv.
We denote by Zn the center of Hn and the measure is determined by the measure
on AˆF :
dˆx “
ź
v
dˆxv.
Note that under our measure, if ψv is unramified, the volume of the maximal
compact subgroup of HnpFvq is given by
volpHnpOFv qq “ ζvp2q´1ζvp3q´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ ζvpnq´1.
If E is a quadratic extension of F , we take similar conventions for HnpAEq,
ZnpAEq et al.
2.2. Measures and notations related to unitary groups. In this paper,
W Ă V will denote an embedding of Hermitian spaces of dimension n and n ` 1
respectively, UpW q and UpV q the corresponding unitary group, G “ UpW qˆUpV q
and its subgroup H being the diagonal embedding of UpW q.
Our method involves the comparison of orbital integrals between the unitary and
general linear group cases, and between their Lie algebras, respectively. We thus
need to choose compatible measures on them. Let θ be a non-singular Hermitian
matrix of size n`1. Then we may and will view the group UpθqpF q as the subgroup
of GLn`1pEq consisting of g P GLn`1pEq such that
gt ¨ θgθ´1 “ 1.
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We may and will view the Lie algebra upθq of Upθq as the subspace of Mn`1pEq
consisting of X PMn`1pEq such that
X
t ` θXθ´1 “ 0.
We denote by upθq: a companion space where the last equality is replaced by
X
t “ θXθ´1.
For any number τ P E such that τ “ ´τ ‰ 0, we have an isomorphism (as F -vector
spaces) from upθq to upθq: mapping X to τ´1X .
We will need to consider the symmetric space Sn`1pF q » Hn`1pF qzHn`1pEq.
We identify Sn`1 with the subspace of GLn`1pEq consisting of g P GLn`1pEq such
that
gg “ 1.(2.3)
We have its tangent space s “ sn`1 at 1 P Sn`1, which we call the Lie algebra
of Sn`1pF q. Viewed as a subspace of Mn`1pEq, the vector space s consists of
X PMn`1pEq such that
X `X “ 0.(2.4)
Its companion is the space Mn`1pF q (or gln`1pF q) viewed as a subspace of
Mn`1pEq, namely consisting of X PMn`1pEq such that
X “ X.
For any number τ P E such that τ “ ´τ ‰ 0, we have an isomorphism (as F -vector
spaces) from spF q to Mn`1pF q mapping X to τ´1X .
We consider both s and u as F -vector subspaces of Mn`1pEq. The restrictions
of the bilinear form x¨, ¨y (cf. (2.1)) on Mn`1pEq to s and u “ upθq take values in F ,
and are non-degenerate. The additive characters ψ and ψE then determine self-dual
measures onMn`1pAEq, upAq, spAq and the local analogues. Moreover, if we change
the Hermitian matrix θ defining u to an equivalent one, the subspace u changes to
its conjugate by an element in GLn`1pEq. Hence the measures are compatible
with the change of θ. These measures can also be treated as Tamagawa measures
associated to top degree invariant differential forms. Let ω0 be a differential form
on u so that |ω0|v defines the self-dual measure for every place v. We also use the
form ω0 to normalize the differential form ω that defines the measure on UpθqpFvq
as follows. We consider the Cayley map
cpXq :“ p1`Xqp1´Xq´1.(2.5)
It defines a birational map between u and Upθq, and it is defined at X “ 0. We
normalize the invariant differential form ω on Upθq by requiring that the pull back
c˚ω evaluating at 0 is the same as ω0 evaluated at 0. It follows that, when v is
non-archimedean, under the Cayley map, the restriction of the self-dual measure to
a small neighborhood of 0 in u is compatible with the restriction of the Tamagawa
measure |ω|v to a small neighborhood of 1 in UpθqpFvq. In this way we choose the
measure on UpθqpAq, globally and locally, as follows:
dh “
ź
v
Lp1, ηvq|ω|v.
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Our global measure is therefore not the Tamagawa measure, which should be
Lp1, ηq´1dh. In particular, under our choice of measure, the volume of rUp1qs “
Up1qpF qzUp1qpAq is given by
volprUp1qsq “ 2Lp1, ηq.(2.6)
This is due to the fact that the Tamagawa number for Up1q » SOp2q is equal to 2.
3. Explicit local factorization of some periods
In this section, we decompose several global linear forms on the general linear
group into explicit products of local invariant linear forms. Nothing is original in
this section but we need to determine all constants in order to prove the main result
of this paper.
3.1. Invariant inner product. Let Π “ Πn be a cuspidal automorphic represen-
tation of HnpAEq with unitary central character ωΠ. We recall some basic facts
on the Whittaker model of Π “ bwΠw. We extend the additive character ψE to a
character of NnpEq by
ψEpuq “ ψEp
n´1ÿ
i“1
ui,i`1q, u “ pui,jq P NnpEq.
Similar convention applies to the other unipotent matrices in NnpF q et al. We
denote by C8pNnpAEqzHnpAEq, ψEq the space of smooth functions f on HnpAEq
such that
fpugq “ ψpuqfpgq, u P NnpAEq, g P HnpAEq.
Similarly we have the local counterpart C8pNnpEwqzHnpEwq, ψwq for each place
w of E. The Fourier coefficient of φ P Π is defined as
Wφpgq “
ż
NpEqzNpAEq
φpugqψEpuq du.
Then we have Wφ P C8pNnpAEqzHnpAEq, ψEq. The map φ ÞÑ Wφ realizes an
equivariant embedding Π ãÑ C8pNnpAEqzHnpAEq, ψEq. The image, the Whittaker
model of Π, is denoted by WpΠ, ψEq. For φ P Π “ bwΠw, we assume that Wφ is
decomposable
Wφpgq “
ź
w
Wφ,wpgwq, Wφ,w P C8pNnpEwqzHnpEwq, ψE,wq(3.1)
where w runs over all places of E, and Wwp1q “ 1 for almost all places w.
We need to compare the unitary structure in the decomposition
Π »â
w
WpΠw , ψE,wq.
On Π we have the Petersson inner product, for φ, φ1 P Π:
xφ, φ1yPet “
ż
ZnpAEqHnpEqzHnpAEq
φpgqφ1pgq dg.
On WpΠw, ψE,wq we have an invariant inner product defined by
ϑwpWw,W 1wq “
ż
Nn´1pEwqzHn´1pEwq
Ww
ˆ
h
1
˙
W
1
w
ˆ
h
1
˙
dh.(3.2)
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The integral ϑw converges absolutely if Πw is generic unitary. When Πw and ψE,w
are unramified, the vectorsWw “W 1w are fixed by Kn,w :“ HnpOE,wq and normal-
ized by Wwp1q “ 1, we have
ϑw “ volpKn,wqLp1,Πw ˆ rΠwq.(3.3)
This can be deduced from [29, Prop. 2.3] (also a consequence of the proof of
Prop.3.1, particularly (3.8) and (3.9)). Therefore we deine a normalized invariant
inner product
ϑ6wpWw ,W 1wq “
ϑvpWw,W 1wq
Lp1,Πw ˆ rΠwq .(3.4)
Then the product
ś
w ϑ
6
w converges and defines an invariant inner product on
WpΠ, ψEq. It is a natural question to compare it with the Petersson inner product.
We now recall a result of Jacquet–Shalika (implicitly in [29, §4], cf. [5, p.265]).
Proposition 3.1. We have the following decomposition of the Petersson inner
product in terms of the local inner product ϑ6w:
xφ, φ1yPet “ n ¨ Ress“1Lps,Πˆ
rΠq
volpEˆzA1Eq
ź
v
ϑ6wpWφ,w,Wφ1,wq,(3.5)
where Wφ “ bwWφ,w and Wφ1 “ bwWφ1,w.
Proof. Up to a constant this is proved by [29, §4]. We thus recall their proof
in order to determine this constant and the same idea of proof will also be used
below to decompose the Flicker-Rallis period. We consider an Eisenstein series
associated to a Schwartz–Bruhat function Φ on AnE . We consider the action of
HnpEq on the row vector space En from right multiplication. Then the stabilizer
of en “ p0, 0, ..., 1q P En is the mirabolic subgroup Pn of Hn. Set
fpg, sq “ |g|s
ż
A
ˆ
E
Φpenagq|a|ns dˆa, Repsq ąą 0.
Consider the Epstein-Eisenstein series
Epg,Φ, sq :“
ÿ
γPZP pEqzHnpEq
fpγg, sq(3.6)
which is absolutely convergent when Repsq ą 1. Equivalently, we have
Epg,Φ, sq “ |g|s
ż
EˆzAˆ
E
ÿ
ξPEn´t0u
Φpξagq|a|ns dˆa.
(Note: this corresponds to the case η “ 1 in [29, §4].) It has meromorphic contin-
uation to C and has a simple pole at s “ 1 with residue ([29, Lemma 4.2])
volpEˆzA1Eq
n
pΦp0q.
Note that the only non-explicit constant denoted by c in [29, Lemma 4.2] is the
volume of EˆzA1E . Now consider the zeta integral
Ips,Φ, φ, φ1q “
ż
ZnpAEqHnpEqzHnpAEq
Epg,Φ, sqφpgqφ1pgq dg.
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One one hand, it has a pole at s “ 1 with residue
volpEˆzA1Eq
n
pΦp0qxφ, φ1yPet.
On the other hand, when Repsq is large, it also equal to the following integral
Ψps,Φ,Wφ,Wφ1q “
ż
NnpAEqzHnpAEq
ΦpegqWφpgqWφ1pgq| detpgq|s dg.(3.7)
This is equal to the product:ź
w
Ψps,Φw,Wφ,w,Wφ1,wq
where the local integral is defined as
Ψps,Φw,Wφ,w,Wφ1,wq “
ż
NnpEwqzHnpEwq
ΦwpegqWφ,wpgqWφ1,wpgq| detpgq|s dg.
By [29, Prop. 2.3], we have, for unramified data of pΦw,Ww,W 1wq and ψE,w at a
place w, normalized such that W p1q “W p1q “ Φwp0q “ 1,
Ψps,Φ,Ww,W 1wq “ volpKn,wqLps,Πw ˆ rΠwq.(3.8)
(Note: for our measure on NnpEwq, we have volpNnpEwq X Kwq “ 1.) From this
we may deduce that
Ψps,Φ,Wφ,Wφ1q “ Lps,Πˆ rΠqź
w
Ψps,Φw,Wφ,w,Wφ1,wq
Lps,Πw ˆ rΠwq ,
where the local factors are entire functions of s and for almost all w they are equal
to one. Moreover, all local factors converge absolutely in the half plane Repsq ą 1´ǫ
for some ǫ ą 0 ([29]). From this we deduce that its residue at s “ 1 is given by
another formula
Ress“1Lps,Πˆ rΠqź
w
Ψp1,Φw,Wφ,w,Wφ1,wq
Lp1,Πw ˆ rΠwq .
From the two formulae of the residue, we will first deduce that ϑwpWφ,w,Wφ1,wq is
HnpEwq-invariant and second that
Ψp1,Φw,Wφ,w,Wφ1,wq “ xΦwp0qϑwpWφ,w,Wφ1,wq.(3.9)
To see this, let Nn,1,`pEwq be the unipotent part of the mirabolic Pn and
Nn,1,´pEwq the transpose of Nn,1,`pEwq. We consider the open dense subset
Nn,1,`Hn´1Nn,1,´Zn “ PnNn,1,´Zn. We may decompose the measure on Hn (or
more precisely its restriction to the open subset)
dg “ | detphq|´1 dn` dh dn´ d˚a,
where
g “ n`hn´a, h P Hn´1, n˘ P Nn,1,˘, a P Zn.
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Note also that the embedding Hn´1 ãÑ Pn induces an isomorphism NnzPn »
Nn´1zHn´1. For an integrable function f on NnzHn, we may writeż
NnpEwqzHnpEwq
fpgqdg
“
ż
ZnNn,1,´pEwq
˜ż
Nn´1pEwqzHn´1pEwq
fphn´aq| detphq|´1dh
¸
dn´ d
˚a
We now apply this formula to the integral Ψp1,Φw,Wφ,w,Wφ1,wq. For simplicity we
write Ww “ Wφ,w, and W 1w “ Wφ1,w. Clearly ϑw is PnpEwq-invariant. Therefore
we may write
Ψp1,Φw,Wφ,w,Wφ1,wq “
ż
ZnNn,1,´pEwq
Φpean´qϑwpΠwpan´qWw,Πwpan´qW 1wq|a|n d˚a dn´.
For X P Enw (with last entry nonzero), let n´pXq be the element in ZnNn,1,´pEwq
with last row equal to X . We consider
ΓpXq :“ ϑwpΠwpn´pXqqWw,Πwpn´pXqqW 1wq,
whenever it is defined. A suitable substitution yields
Ψp1,Φw,Wφ,w,Wφ1,wq “
ż
Enw
ΦwpXqΓpXq dX.
Since by the other residue formula, we also know that this is equal to a constant
multiple times xΦwp0q times an invariant inner product on WpΠw, ψE,wq, for all Φw
and Ww,W
1
w. We deduce that ΓpXq is a constant function (whenever it is defined).
Therefore ΓpXq “ ϑwpWw,W 1wq and ϑw is HnpEwq-invariant. Moreover we now
have
Ψp1,Φw,Wφ,w,Wφ1,wq “ ϑwpWw,W 1wq
ż
Enw
ΦpXq dX “ ϑwpWw ,W 1wqxΦwp0q.
This completes the proof. We also note that if we use the HnpEwq-invariance
of ϑw, which can be proved independently, then the proposition can be deduced
immediately from the two residue formulae. 
For later use, as we will be dealing with the case of a quadratic extension E{F ,
we will consider Hn,E as an algebraic group over the base field F . Therefore we
rewrite the result as
xφ, φ1yPet “ n ¨Ress“1Lps,Πˆ
rΠq
volpEˆzA1Eq
ź
v
ϑ6vpWv,W 1vq,(3.10)
where ϑv “
ś
w|v ϑw for all (one or two) places w above v.
3.2. Flicker-Rallis period. Now let E{F be a quadratic extension of number
fields and Π “ Πn a cuspidal automorphic representation of HnpAEq. Assume that
its central character satisfies
ωΠ|Aˆ “ 1.
We would like to decompose the Flicker-Rallis period ([6],[10]) explicitly. It can
be viewed as a twisted version of the Petersson inner product (it indeed gives the
Petersson inner product if we allow E “ F ˆ F to be split globally). Therefore it
is natural that the method is similar as well.
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We first assume that n is odd. Then we have the global Flicker-Rallis period, an
HnpAq-invariant linear form on Π:
βpφq “ βnpφq :“
ż
ZnpAqHnpF qzHnpAq
φphq dh, φ P Π.(3.11)
The global period β is related to the Asai L-function Lps,Π,As`q (for the definition
of As˘, cf. [7, §7]). We setrǫn “ diagpτn´1, τn´2, ..., 1q P HnpEq(3.12)
and
ǫn´1 “ τ ¨ diagpτn´2, τn´3, ..., 1q “ τrǫn´1 P Hn´1pEq.(3.13)
(Note: τ P E´.) Indeed we may choose any rǫn “ diagpa1, ..., an´1, anq such that
ai{ai`1 P E´ for i “ 1, ..., n ´ 1 and an “ 1. We again use the Whittaker model
of Π. We will again consider Hn,E as an algebraic group over F . In particular, we
consider Πv as a representation of HnpEvq where Ev “ E bF Fv is a semisimple
Fv-algebra of rank two. For a place v of F , we define the local Flicker-Rallis period
βv as follows: for Wv PWpΠv, ψEv )
βvpWvq “
ż
Nn´1pFvqzHn´1pFvq
Wv
ˆ
ǫn´1h
1
˙
dh.(3.14)
The integral βv converges absolutely if Πv is generic unitary. It depends on the
choice of τ “ ?δ. For unramified data with normalization Wvp1q “ 1, we have
βvpWvq “ volpKn,vqLp1,Πv,As`q.(3.15)
We thus define a normalized linear form
(3.16) β6vpWvq “
βpWvq
Lp1,Πv,As`q .
Remark 6. For bad places v, we may define the local factor Lps,Πv,As`q as the
GCD of the local zeta integral in (3.19). Then the local factor Lps,Πv,As`q has
no pole or zero when at s “ 1 for a unitary generic Πv.
Proposition 3.2. We have an explicit decomposition
(3.17) βpφq “ n ¨ Ress“1Lps,Π,As
`q
volpFˆzA1q
ź
v
β6vpWvq,
where W “Wφ “ bvWv PWpΠ, ψEq.
Proof. For a Schwartz–Bruhat function Φ on An, we consider the Epstein-Eisenstein
series Epg,Φ, sq (cf. (3.6)) replacing the field E by F . Then we define
Ips,Φ, φq :“
ż
ZpAqHnpF qzHnpAq
Epg,Φ, sqφpgq dg.
We then have ([6, p.303])
(3.18) Ips, φ,Φq “ Ψps,Wφ,Φq,
where
Ψps,Wφ,Φq “
ż
NnpAqzHnpAq
WφprǫnhqΦpenhq|h|s dh.
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(Note that we use a different choice of the additive character ψE .) Indeed, we have
Ips,Φ, φq “
ż
PnpF qzHnpAq
Φpengqφpgq|g|s dg
“
ż
PnpF qNnpAqzHnpAq
Φpengq
˜ż
NnpF qzNnpAq
φpngq dn
¸
|g|s dg.
We have a Fourier expansion
φpgq “
ÿ
γPNnpEqzPnpEq
Wφpγgq.
Only those γ such that ψEpγnγ´1q “ 1 for all n P NnpAq contribute nontrivially.
Therefore we may replace the sum by γ P rǫnPnpF q:
Ips,Φ, φq “
ż
PnpF qNnpAqzHnpAq
Φpengq
¨˝ ÿ
γPNnpF qzPnpF q
Wφprǫnγgq‚˛|g|s dg
“
ż
NnpAqzHnpAq
ΦpengqWφprǫngq|g|s dg
“ Ψps,Wφ,Φq.
(Note that volpNnpF qzNnpAqq “ 1.) We define for each place v of F ,
Ψps,Wv,Φvq “
ż
NnpFvqzHnpFvq
WvprǫnhqΦvpenhq|h|s dh.(3.19)
For unramified data, we have
Ψps,Wv,Φvq “ volpKnpOFv qqLps,Πv,As`q.
And we have ([10, p.185])
Ψp1,Wv,Φvq “ βvpWvqpΦvp0q.
Alternatively we may prove this using (3.18), analogous to the proof of Prop. 3.1.
Again, analogous to the proof of Prop. 3.1, we may take residue of (3.18) to obtain:
volpFˆzA1q
n
pΦp0qβpφq “ Ress“1Lps,Π,As`qpΦp0qź
v
β6vpWvq
This completes the proof. 
When n is even, we insert the character η in the definition of β
βpφq “ βnpφq :“
ż
ZnpAqHnpF qzHnpAq
φphqηphq dh, φ P Π,(3.20)
where, for simplicity, we denote ηphq “ ηpdetphqq.
The Asai L-function is then replaced by Lps,Π,As´q, or we may write it as
Lps,Π,Asp´1qn´1q. We also modify the definition
βvpWvq “
ż
Nn´1pFvqzHn´1pFvq
Wv
ˆ
ǫn´1h
1
˙
ηvphq dh.(3.21)
The same argument shows that (3.17) still holds.
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3.3. Rankin-Selberg period. We now follow [27]. Let Π “ Πn bΠn`1 and Πi a
cuspidal automorphic representation of HipAEq, i “ n, n` 1. We define the global
Rankin-Selberg period as
λpφq “
ż
HnpEqzHnpAEq
φphq dh, φ P Π,(3.22)
where Hn embeds diagonally into HnˆHn`1. To decompose it, we need the Whit-
taker model WpΠn, ψEq (WpΠn`1, ψEq, resp.) of Πn (Πn`1, resp.) with respect to
the additive character ψE (ψE , resp.). We define a local Rankin-Selberg period on
the local Whittaker model which associates to Ww PWpΠn, ψEq bWpΠn`1, ψEq:
λwps,Wwq “
ż
NnpEwqzHnpEwq
Wwphq| detphq|s dh, s P C,(3.23)
and a normalized one using the local Rankin-Selberg L-function Lps,Πn,wˆΠn`1,wq
(cf. [27]):
λ6wps,Wwq “
λwpWwq
Lps` 1{2,Πn,w ˆΠn`1,wq .(3.24)
When Πw is generic, the integral λwps, ¨q is absolutely convergent when Repsq is
large enough and extends to a meromorphic function in s P C. The normalized
λ6wps, ¨q extends to an entire function in s P C. Moreover there exists Ww such that
λ6wps,Wwq “ 1 (cf. [25, Theorem 2.1, 2.6] for archimedean places). Therefore we
will define
λ6wpWwq “ λ6wp0,Wwq.(3.25)
In particular, λ6w defines a non-zero element of the (one-dimensional) space
HomHnpEwqpΠw,Cq for generic Πw.
If Πw is tempered, then the integral λwps, ¨q is absolutely convergent when
Repsq ą ´1{2 (cf. [25, Lemma 5.3] for archimedean places). Therefore in this
case we may even define λwpWwq “ λp0,Wwq directly.
When Πw and ψE,w are unramified, the vector Ww is fixed by Kn,w ˆKn`1,w
and normalized by Wwp1q “ 1, we have ([30, p. 781]):
λwps,Wwq “ volpKn,wqLps` 1{2,Πn,w ˆΠn`1,wq,(3.26)
and therefore
λ6wpWwq “ volpKn,wq.
We also form the global (complete) Rankin-Selberg L-function
Lps,Πn ˆΠn`1q “
ź
w
Lps,Πn,w ˆΠn`1,wq.
It is an entire function in s P C.
Proposition 3.3. We have the following decomposition if Π is cuspidal unitary,
and φ P Π
(3.27) λpφq “ Lp1
2
,Πn ˆΠn`1q
ź
w
λ6wpWwq,
where Wφ “
ś
wWφ,w is as before.
Proof. This is due to Jacqquet, Piateski-Shapiro and Shalika ([27]). 
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For generic unitary Π, we need to use the completed L-function. Indeed the local
L-factor may have poles at s “ 1{2 since we do not know the temperedness of each
Πw.
3.4. Decomposing the spherical character on the general linear group.
We now denote
G1 “ ResE{F pGLn ˆGLn`1q(3.28)
viewed as an F -algebraic group. We consider its two subgroups: H 11 is the diagonal
embedding of ResE{FGLn (where GLn is embedded into GLn`1 by g ÞÑ diagrg, 1s)
and H 12 is GLn,F ˆGLn`1,F embedded into G1 in the obvious way.
Now we consider a cuspidal automorphic representation Π “ ΠnbΠn`1 of G1pAq.
Denote by β “ βnbβn`1 the (product of) Flicker–Rallis period on Π “ ΠnbΠn`1.
Definition 3.4. We define the global spherical character IΠ as the following dis-
tribution on HpAq: for f 1 P C8c pG1pAqq,
IΠpf 1q “
ÿ
φ
λpΠpf 1qφqβpφq
xφ, φyPet ,(3.29)
where the sum runs over an orthogonal basis of Π. Equivalently,
IΠpf 1q “
ÿ
φ
λpΠpf 1qφqβpφq,
where the sum runs over an orthonormal basis of Π for the Petersson inner product.
Note that the definition of Πpf 1q involves a choice of the measure on G1pAq to
define the Petersson inner product. We could choose any one as long as then we
use the same measure (quotient by the counting measure on G1pF q).
By definition of As˘, we have for i “ n, n` 1:
Lps,Πi ˆΠσi q “ Lps,Πi,As`qLps,Πi,As´q.
Now recall that in Introduction we have a product of unitary groupsG “ UpW qˆ
UpV q for Hermitian spaces W Ă V with dimW “ n, dimV “ n` 1. Assume that
Π “ πE is the base change of a cuspidal automorphic representation π “ πnbπn`1
of GpAq. By [7, Prop. 7.4] we also have
Lps,Πi,Asp´1qiq “ Lps, πi, Adq.
Remark 7. For bad places v, we may define the local factor Lps, πi, Adq by this
formula. But note that for our purpose, it only matters to know the local L-factors
at unramified places.
Since such Π must be conjugate self-dual: rΠ » Πσ where σ is the nontrivial
element in GalpE{F q, we deduce that Lps,Πi ˆ rΠiq has a simple pole at s “ 1. By
our running hypothesis RH(I)(i), the Asial Lps,Πi,Asp´1qi´1q has a simple pole.
We conclude that Lps,Πi,Asp´1qiq “ Lps, πi, Adq is regular at s “ 1 and:
Ress“1Lp1,Πi ˆ rΠiq
Ress“1Lps,Πi,Asp´1qi´1q
“ Lp1,Πi,Asp´1qiq “ Lp1, πi, Adq.(3.30)
We denote by WpΠ, ψq the Whittaker model WpΠn, ψq bWpΠn`1, ψq. Let Π “
bvΠv. Let λ6v, β6v be the local Rankin-Selberg period (3.25) and the local Flicker-
Rallis period (3.16). Let ϑ6v be the normalized local invariant inner product (3.4).
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Definition 3.5. We define the normalized local spherical character I6Πv associated
to a unitary generic representation Πv :
I
6
Πv
pf 1vq “
ÿ
Wv
λ6vpΠvpf 1vqWvqβ6vpWvq
ϑ
6
vpWv ,Wvq
,(3.31)
where the sum runs over an orthogonal basis Wv P WpΠv, ψvq. We also define an
unnormalized local spherical character IΠv ,s as the meromorphic function in s P C
IΠv ,spf 1vq “
ÿ
Wv
λvps,Πvpf 1vqWvqβvpWvq
ϑvpWv,Wvq .(3.32)
We will write IΠv pf 1vq for its value IΠv ,0pf 1vq at s “ 0.
We now summarize to arrive at an analogue of the decomposition in Conjecture
1.6:
Proposition 3.6. Assume that the cuspidal automorphic representation Π of G1pAq
is the base change πE of a cuspidal automorphic representation π of GpAq. Then
we have
(3.33) IΠpf 1q “ Lp1, ηq2 Lp1{2,Πq
Lp1, π, Adq
ź
v
I
6
Πv
pf 1vq.
Proof. By the assumption, Π is unitary generic. Note that
volpEˆzA1Eq
volpFˆzA1F q
“ Lp1, ηq.
Then the result follows from Prop. 3.1, 3.2, 3.3 and the relation (3.30). 
Remark 8. Note that we do not need to assume the temperedness of π at this
moment.
4. Relative trace formulae of Jacquet and Rallis
4.1. The construction of Jacquet and Rallis. We recall the Jacquet–Rallis
relative trace formulae ([28]) and we refer to [51] for more details.
First we recall the construction of Jacquet–Rallis’ RTF in the unitary group case.
For f P C8c pGpAqq we consider a kernel function
Kfpx, yq “
ÿ
γPGpF q
fpx´1γyq,
and a distribution
Jpfq :“
ż
HpF qzHpAq
ż
HpF qzHpAq
Kfpx, yq dx dy.
The integral converges when the test function f is nice in the sense of [51, §2.3]
(the precise definition will not be used in this paper). Associated to the RTF we
have two objects:
‚ the global spherical character Jπ associated to a cuspidal automorphic rep-
resentation π of GpAq (Definition 1.4 in Introduction), and
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‚ the (relative) orbital integral associated to a regular semisimple element 6
δ P GpF q: for f P C8c pGpAqq, we define its orbital integral:
Opδ, fq :“
ż
HpAqˆHpAq
fpx´1δyq dx dy.(4.1)
We have a local counterpart associated to a regular semisimple element δ P GpFvq:
for fv P C8c pGpFvqq we define
Opδ, fvq “
ż
HpFvqˆHpFvq
fvpx´1δyq dx dy.(4.2)
We now recall the RTF in the general linear group case. Recall that G1 “
ResE{F pGLn ˆGLn`1q as an F -algebraic group. We consider its two subgroups:
‚ H 11 is the diagonal embedding of ResE{FGLn (where GLn is embedded into
GLn`1 by g ÞÑ diagrg, 1s), and
‚ H 12 “ GLn,F ˆGLn`1,F embedded into G1 in the obvious way.
For f 1 P C8c pG1pAqq, we define a kernel function
Kf 1px, yq “
ż
ZH1
2
pAq
ÿ
γPG1pF q
f 1px´1γzyqdz.
We then consider a distribution on G1pAq:
Ipf 1q “
ż
H1
1
pF qzH1
1
pAq
ż
ZH1
2
pAqH1
2
pF qzH1
2
pAq
Kf 1ph1, h2qηph2q dh1 dh2,
where ηph2q :“ ηn´1pgnqηnpgn`1q if h2 “ pgn, gn`1q P HnpAqˆHn`1pAq. The inte-
gral converges when the test function f is nice in the sense of [51, §2.2]. Associated
to the RTF we have two objects:
‚ the global spherical character IΠ (cf. [50, §2]) associated to a cuspidal
automorphic representation Π of G1pAq (Definition 3.29), and
‚ the (relative) orbital integral associated to a regular semisimple element
(cf. [50, §2]) γ P G1pF q: for f 1 P C8c pG1pAqq, we define its orbital integral:
(4.3) Opγ, f 1q :“
ż
H1
1
pAq
ż
H1
2
pAq
f 1ph´11 γh2qηph2q dh1 dh2.
Similarly we have a local counterpart: a regular semisimple element γ P G1pFvq:
for f 1v P C8c pG1pFvqq we define
Opγ, f 1vq “
ż
H1
1
pFvq
ż
H1
2
pFvq
f 1vph´11 γh2qηph2q dh1 dh2.(4.4)
We now recall the comparison of the orbits (cf. [50, §2]). Denote by
pH1pF qzG1pF q{H2pF qqrs the set of regular semisimple pH 11 ˆ H 12qpF q-orbits in
G1pF q and pHpF qzGpF q{HpF qqrs the set of regular semisimple pH ˆHqpF q-orbits
in GpF q. We need to vary the pair W Ă V of Hermitian spaces of dimension n
and n ` 1 modulo the equivalence relation: pW,V q is equivalent to pW 1, V 1q if
there a constant κ P Fˆ such that κW » W 1 and κV » V 1 (here κW means that
we multiply the Hermitian form by the constant κ). Without loss of generality,
6See [50, §2.1] for the definition, where “regular” corresponds to “regular semisimple” in this
paper.
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we may and will assume that V is an orthogonal sum of W and a one-dimensional
Hermitian space Ee with a norm one vector:
V “W ‘ Ee, xe, ey “ 1.(4.5)
In particular, V is determined by W so that we only need to vary the Hermitian
space W . 7 To indicate the dependence on the Hermitian spaces W , we will write
GW for G and HW for H . Then there is a natural bijection ([50, Lemma 2.3])
pH1pF qzG1pF q{H2pF qqrs »
ž
W
pHW pF qzGW pF q{HW pF qqrs,(4.6)
where on the right hand side the disjoint union runs over all Hermitian space W
of dimension n. Moreover, the same holds if we replace F by Fv for every place v
of F . When v is non-archimedean, there are precisely two isomorphism classes of
Hermitian spaces Wv.
In [51, §2.4] we defined an explicit transfer factor tΩvuv on the regular semisimple
locus of G1pFvq for any place v. It satisfies the following properties:
‚ If γ P G1pF q is regular semisimple, then we have a product formulaś
v Ωvpγq “ 1.
‚ For any hi P H 1ipFvq and γ P G1pFvq, we have Ωph1γh2q “ ηph2qΩvpγq.
The construction is as follows. It depends on an auxiliary character η1:
η1 : EˆzAˆE Ñ Cˆ(4.7)
(not necessarily quadratic) such that its restriction η1|Aˆ “ η. Let Sn`1 be the
subvariety of ResE{FGLn`1 defined by the equation ss¯ “ 1. By Hilbert Satz-90,
we have an isomorphism of two affine varieties
ResE{FGLn`1{GLn`1,F » Sn`1,
induced by the following morphism ν between F -varieties:
ν : ResE{FGLn`1 Ñ Sn`1(4.8)
g ÞÑ gg¯´1,(4.9)
and in the level of F -points:
GLn`1pEq{GLn`1pF q » Sn`1pF q.(4.10)
Write γ “ pγ1, γ2q P G1pFvq and s “ νpγ´11 γ2q. We define for a regular semisimple
s P Sn`1pFvq:
Ωvpsq :“ η1vpdetpsq´rpn`1q{2s detpe, es, ..., esnqq.(4.11)
Here e “ en`1 “ p0, ..., 0, 1q and pe, es, ..., esnq PMn`1 is the matrix whose i-th row
is esi´1. If n is odd, we define:
Ωvpγq :“ η1vpdetpγ´11 γ2qqΩvpsq,(4.12)
and if n is even, we simply define:
Ωvpγq :“ Ωvpsq.(4.13)
7In terms of [7, §2], we only consider Hermitian pairs pW,V q that are relevant to each others.
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For a place v of F , we say that the function f 1 P C8c pG1pFvqq and the tuple
pfW qW , fW P C8c pGW pFvqq, indexed by the set of all equivalence classes of Her-
mitian spaces W over Ev “ E b Fv, are smooth transfer of each other or match
if
ΩvpγqOpγ, f 1q “ Opδ, fW q,(4.14)
whenever a regular semisimple γ P G1pFvq matches δ P GW pFvq via (4.6). One of
the main local results in [51] is the existence of smooth transfer at non-archimedean
non-split places (cf. [51, Theorem 2.6]) and arbitrary split places (cf. [51, Prop.
2.5]).
In this paper, we usually need to consider a fixed W and we say that f 1 and
fW P C8c pGW pFvqq match if there exist some fW 1 for each equivalence class W 1 ‰
W such that f 1 matches the completed tuple fW , fW 1 .
Moreover, the fundamental lemma of Jacquet–Rallis predicts a specific case of
matching functions:
Theorem 4.1 ([45]). Assume that the quadratic extension Ev{Fv is unramified.
Denote by tWv,W 1vu the two isomorphism classes of Hermitian spaces of dimension
n where Wv contains a self-dual (with respect to the Hermitian form) OEv -lattice.
Set 8
fWv “
1
volpHWv pOvqq2
1GWv pOvq, fW 1v “ 0, f 1v “
1
volpH 11pOvqqvolpH 12pOvqq
1G1pOvq.
(4.15)
Then there is a constant cpnq depending only on n such that, when the characteristic
of the residue field of Fv is larger than cpnq, the function f 1v matches the pair
pfWv , fW 1vq.
We need some simplification of orbital integrals ([51, §2.1]). Identify H 11zG1 with
ResE{FGLn`1. Now we write F for Fv for a fixed place v. We may integrate f
1
over H 11pF q to get a function on ResE{FGLn`1pF q:rf 1pgq :“ ż
H1
1
pF q
f 1ph1p1, gqq dh1, g P ResE{FGLn`1pF q.(4.16)
Using the fiber integral of ν (cf. (2.3) and (4.10)) we definerrf 1psq :“ ż
Hn`1pF q
rf 1pghq dh, νpgq “ s,(4.17)
if n is even, and rrf 1psq :“ ż
Hn`1pF q
rf 1pghqη1pghq dh, νpgq “ s,(4.18)
when n is odd (then this depends on the auxiliary character η1). Then
rrf 1 P
C8c pSn`1pF qq and all functions in C8c pSn`1pF qq arise in this way.
Now it is easy to see that for γ “ pγ1, γ2q:
Opγ, f 1q “ η1pdetpγ´11 γ2qq
ż
HnpF q
rrf 1ph´1shqηphq dh, s “ νpγ´11 γ2q,(4.19)
8Note that the measures in the fundamental lemma proved in [45] are different from ours.
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if n is odd, and
Opγ, f 1q “
ż
HnpF q
rrf 1vph´1shqηphq dh, s “ νpγ´11 γ2q,(4.20)
if n is even. Up to a sign, the integral on the right hand side depends only on the
orbit of s under the conjugation by HnpF q. Therefore, we define the orbital integral
associated to a regular semisimple element s P Sn`1pF q:
Ops, rrf 1q :“ ż
HnpF q
rrf 1ph´1shqηphq dh, rrf 1 P C8c pSn`1pF qq.(4.21)
Then we always have, for regular semisimple γ “ pγ1, γ2q P G1pFvq (cf. (4.11)):
ΩpγqOpγ, f 1q “ ΩpsqOps, rrf 1q, s “ νpγ´11 γ2q.(4.22)
4.2. A trace formula identity. We are lead to a comparison of the two RTFs
and the two spherical characters IΠ and Jπ when Π “ πE is the base change of π.
Conjecture 4.2. Let π be an irreducible cuspidal automorphic representation on
GpAq that admits invariant linear functional:
HomHpAqpπ,Cq ‰ 0.
Let πE be the base change of π and assume that πE is cuspidal. Then, for every
f P C8c pGpAqq and a smooth transfer f 1 P C8c pG1pAqq of f , we have :
2´2Lp1, ηq´2IπE pf 1q “ Jπpfq.
Remark 9. Note that we do not need to assume that π is tempered.
Theorem 4.3. Assume the following:
(1) At a split place v1, πv1 is supercuspidal.
(2) The test functions f and f 1 are nice and f 1 is a smooth transfer of f .
Then Conjecture 4.2 holds for such π and the test functions f, f 1.
Proof. We would like to apply the result from [51]. But we need to compare the
difference on the normalization of Petersson inner product in the unitary group case
(caused by the presence of center). There implicitly we use a different Petersson
inner product
xφ, φ1y1 “
ż
ZpAqGpF qzGpAq
φpgqφ1pgq dg “ volpZpF qzZpAqq´1xφ, φ1y.
Note that the center Z of G is isomorphic to Up1q ˆ Up1q. Hence the volume for
our choice of measure is (cf. (2.6))
volpZpF qzZpAqq “ p2Lp1, ηqq2.
Now taking into this correction, we apply the trace formula identity [51, Prop.
2.11]: if a nice function f 1 matches a tuple pfW q indexed by equivalence classes of
W , we have:
IπE pf 1q “ p2Lp1, ηqq2
ÿ
W
ÿ
πW
JπW pfW q,
where the sum is over all equivalence classes of W and all cuspidal automorphic
representations πW of GW pAq that are nearly equivalent to π and at v1 all πW,v1 are
isomorphic to πv1 . We denote by pW0, V0q the Hermitian spaces we started with,
πW0 “ π, and by fW0 “ f the function in the assumption of the theorem.
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By our running hypothesis RH(I), we have:
(1) the multiplicity of each cuspidal πW in L
2prGW sq is one. Namely, for a
fixed W , all πW occurring in the sum are non-isomorphic.
(2) Note that for all W , all πW occurring in the sum are in the same nearly
equivalence class and πW,v1 are supercuspidal (so πE is cuspidal and par-
ticularly πE,v is generic for every v). Hence for every v, the πW,v’s are in
the same Vogan L-packet and this L-packet is generic.
Now by our running hypothesis RH(II), there exists at most one πW and W in
the sum such that HomHW pAqpπW ,Cq ‰ 0. By our assumption HomHpAqpπ,Cq ‰ 0.
Hence the sum reduces to one term contributed by the π we started with:
IπE pf 1q “ p2Lp1, ηqq2Jπpfq.

Remark 10. If πE is not cuspidal, then we may reformulate the conjecture at least
for tempered representation π. We also need to regularize the definition of IπE
in the above equality and the constant 22 should be replaced by |Sπ|. Then the
analogous conjecture should ultimately follow from the full spectral decomposition
of the Jacquet-Rallis relative trace formulae.
4.3. Reduction to a local question. Our main ingredient is an identity between
the two local distributions IΠv (cf. (3.31) and Jπv (cf. (1.8)). Note that the
distribution Jπv does not depend on the choice of the inner product on πv. Denote
dn “
`
n
3
˘
, which satisfies:
τdn “ δn´1pǫn´1q “ detpAdpǫn´1q : Nn´1pEqq.(4.23)
We have a local conjecture:
Conjecture 4.4. Let πv “ πn,v b πn`1,v be an irreducible tempered unitary repre-
sentation of GpFvq with αv ‰ 0. Assume that the base change Πv “ Πn,vbΠn`1,v of
πv is generic unitary (so that IΠv is well-defined). If the functions fv P C8c pGpFvqq
and f 1v P C8c pG1pFvqq match, then we have
IΠv pf 1vq “ κvLp1, ηvq´1Jπv pfvq,(4.24)
where the constant κv is given by
κv “ κvpη1, τ, n, ψq “ |τ |pdn`dn`1q{2E,v pǫp1{2, ηv, ψvq{η1pτqqnpn`1q{2ηvpdiscpW qqωΠn,v pτq.
Here ωΠn,v is the central character of Πn,v, and discpW q P Fˆ{NEˆ is the dis-
criminant of the Hermitian space W , IΠv (Jπv , resp.) is defined by (3.32) ((1.9),
resp.).
Proposition 4.5. Let π be a tempered cuspidal automorphic representation of GpAq
with cuspidal base change Π “ πE. Assume that there exists a test function f “ bfv
and a smooth transfer f 1 “ bf 1v such that for every place v:
J 6πvpfvq ‰ 0.
Assume that
‚ Conjecture 4.2 holds for π, f, f 1.
‚ For every v, Conjecture 4.4 holds for πv, fv, f 1v.
Then Conjecture 1.6 and 1.1 holds for π.
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Proof. By Conjecture 4.2 and Prop. 3.6 we have
Jπpfq “ 2´2Lp1, ηq´2IΠpf 1q “ 2´2 Lp1{2, πEq
Lp1, π, Adq
ź
v
I
6
Πv
pf 1vq.
Conjecture 4.4 is equivalent to the identity between the normalized distributions
I
6
Πv
pf 1vq “ κvLp1, ηvq´1∆n`1,vJ 6πvpfvq.
Since ź
v
ǫp1{2, ηv, ψvq “ ǫp1{2, ηq “ 1,
we have ź
v
κv “ 1.
Note that the product
ś
v Lp1, ηvq´1∆n`1,v converges absolutely to Lp1, ηq´1∆n`1.
We thus obtain
Jπpfq “ 2´2Lp1, ηq´1∆n`1 Lp1{2, πEq
Lp1, π, Adq
ź
v
J 6πvpfvq.
Note that the global measure on H and G in Introduction are normalized by
Lp1, ηq´1 and Lp1, ηq´2 respectively. Correction of measures yields Conjecture 1.6
for the choice of test function f . Since J 6πvpfvq ‰ 0 for all v (and equal to one for al-
most all v), it follows that Conjecture 1.6 holds for all test functions f P C8c pGpAqq.
We have shown in Lemma 1.7 that Conjecture 1.6 implies Conjecture 1.1. 
We have the following evidence of Conjecture 4.4.
Theorem 4.6. Let v be a place of F and let πv be a tempered representation as in
Conjecture 4.4.
(1) Conjecture 4.4 holds if the place v is split in E{F .
(2) If v is a non-archimedean place non-split in E{F , then under any one of
the following conditions, there exists fv and a smooth transfer f
1
v, such that
the equality (4.24) holds and Jπv pfvq ‰ 0:
(i) The representation πv is unramified and the residue characteristic p ě
cpnq,
(ii) The group HpFvq is compact,
(iii) The representation πv is supercuspidal,
Below we first prove Theorem 4.6 when πv is unramified (case (1)) or v is split in
Corollary 4.11 (case (2)-(i)). We postpone the proof of the case (2)-(ii) and (2)-(iii)
to the last part of §9.
We now give the proof of the first part of Theorem 1.2 assuming Theorem 4.6.
Proof of Theorem 1.2: Case p1q. We may assume that HomHpFvqpπv,Cq ‰ 0 for all
v (otherwise the formula holds trivially). This implies that the linear form α1v does
not vanish for all v. We then construct nice test functions f “ bfv on GpAq and
f 1 “ bf 1v as follows
‚ at each inert v with residue characteristic p ě cpnq, fv, f 1v are given by the
fundamental lemma (Theorem 4.1).
‚ at each v P Σ, we choose fv, f 1v as in (2)-(ii) or (2)-(iii) of Theorem 4.6.
‚ at almost every split place, we choose the unit element in the spherical
Hecke algebra.
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‚ at the remaining finitely many split places including v0 and the archimedean
ones, we choose suitable functions so that f, f 1 are nice and such that
Jπv pfvq ‰ 0.
Apply Theorem 4.3 to π and f, f 1 to obtain
2´2Lp1, ηq´2IπE pf 1q “ Jπpfq.
Now Theorem 1.2 case (1) follows from Prop. 4.5. 
4.4. Proof of Theorem 4.6: the case of πv unramified and p ě cpnq. Then
we may assume that
(1) The quadratic extension E{F is unramified at v.
(2) The number τ is a v-adic unit.
(3) The character ψ is unramified and hence so is ψE .
Indeed, it is easy to see how IΠv depends on τ : only the local period βv involves
the choice of τ and we see that |τ |´pdn`dn`1q{2E,v η1pτqnpn`1q{2IΠv is independent of
the choice of τ . If we twist ψ by a P Fˆv , it amounts to change τ by aτ .
We need to utilize the fundamental lemma: by Theorem 4.1, we have a matching
pair:
fv “ 1
volpHpOvqq2 1GpOvq, f
1
v “
1
volpH 11pOvqqvolpH 12pOvqq
1G1pOvq.
LetW0 PWpΠv, ψEq be the unique spherical element normalized such thatW0p1q “
1. Then we have
Πvpf 1vqW0 “
volpG1pOvqq
volpH 11pOvqqvolpH 12pOvqq
W0.
and
IΠv pf 1vq “
λpΠvpf 1vqW0qβpW0q
ϑvpW0,W0q “
volpG1pOvqq
volpH 11pOvqqvolpH 12pOvqq
λpW0qβpW0q
ϑvpW0,W0q .
Note that by (3.26)
λpW0q “ Lp1{2,Πvq ¨ volpH 11pOvqq
and by (3.3) and (3.15)
βpW0q
ϑvpW0,W0q “ Lp1, πv, Adq
´1 volpH 12pOvqq
volpHnpOE,vqqvolpHn`1pOE,vqq .
We obtain
IΠv pf 1vq “
Lp1{2,Πvq
Lp1, πv, Adq ¨
volpG1pOvqq
volpH 11pOvqqvolpH 12pOvqq
¨ volpH
1
1pOvqqvolpH 12pOvqq
volpHnpOE,vqqvolpHn`1pOE,vqq .
In summary we have:
IΠv pf 1vq “
Lp1{2,Πvq
Lp1, πv, Adq .(4.25)
In the unitary group case , we take φ0 P πKvv normalized by xφ0, φ0y “ 1:
πvpfvqφ0 “ volpGpOvqq
volpHpOvqq2φ0.
Therefore we have
Jπv pfvq “ αvpπvpfvqφ0, φ0q “
volpGpOvqq
volpHpOvqq2αvpφ0, φ0q.
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By the unramified computation in [21]:
αvpφ0, φ0q “ volpHpOvqq∆n`1,v Lp1{2,Πvq
Lp1, πv, Adq .
We thus obtain
Jπv pfvq “
volpGpOvqq
volpHpOvqq∆n`1,v
Lp1{2,Πvq
Lp1, πv, Adq .
Note that volpGpOvqq
volpHpOvqq
is equal to the volume of the hyperspecial compact open of
UpV qpFvq, which is equal to Lp1, ηq∆´1n`1,v. Therefore we obtain that
Jπpfq “ Lp1, ηvq Lp1{2,Πvq
Lp1, πv, Adq .(4.26)
By (4.25) (4.26), we have
IΠv pf 1vq “ Lp1, ηvq´1Jπv pfvq.(4.27)
This completes the proof of case (i) of Theorem 4.6.
Change of measures. From now on, all measures will be the unnormalized
(namely, without the convergence factor ζvp1q, Lp1, ηvq etc.) Tamagawa measures
with the natural invariant differential forms on the general linear groups, their
subgroups, and Lie algebras.
Lemma 4.7. When using the unnormalized measures, the identity in Conjecture
in 4.4 becomes
IΠv pf 1vq “ κvJπvpfvq,(4.28)
for matching functions fv and f
1
v (also under the unnormalized measures).
Proof. The old distribution IΠv is the new one times
ζE,vp1q2 ζE,vp1qζF,vp1q
2
ζE,vp1q2 ,
where the first term comes from the measure on G1 involving the definition of
Πvpf 1vq, and the fraction comes from the measures in λv, βv and ϑv. Similarly, the
old distribution Jπv is the new one times
Lp1, ηvq2 ¨ Lp1, ηvq,
where the first term comes from the measure on G involving the definition of πvpfvq,
and the second from the measure on HpFvq in the definition of αv. Moreover,
the change of measures on H 11pFvq, H 12pFvq and HpFvq also change the require-
ment of smooth matching: if fv and f
1
v match for the normalized measures, then
ζE,vp1qζF,vp1q2fv and Lp1, ηvq2f 1v match for the unnormalized measures. Therefore,
when using the unnormalized measures, the identity in Conjecture 4.4 becomes the
asserted one (4.28). 
4.5. Proof of Theorem 4.6: the case of a split place v. Assume that F “ Fv
is split. Let π “ πn b πn`1 be an irreducible unitary generic representation of
GpF q. We may identify HnpEq with GLnpF qˆGLnpF q and identify UpW qpFvq with
a subgroup consisting of elements of the form pg,t g´1q, g P GLnpF q and tg is the
transpose of g. Let p1, p2 be the two isomorphisms between UpW qpF q with GLnpF q
induced by the two projections from GLnpF q ˆ GLnpF q to GLnpF q. If πn is an
irreducible generic representation of UpW qpFvq, the representation Πn “ BCpπnq
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can be identified with p˚1πv b p˚2πv of HnpEq where p˚i πv is a representation of
GLnpF q obtained by the isomorphism pi. For simplicity, we will write Πn “ πnbrπn.
Similarly for πn`1,Πn`1. We fix a Whittaker model Wpπiq, i “ n, n` 1 using the
additive character ψ at v. We define an auxiliary element α1 P Hompπ b rπ,Cq by
α1pW,W 1q “ λpW qλpW 1q, W,W 1 PWpπq.(4.29)
Again we have identified rπ with π. Here we require that the invariant inner product
on Wpπq is the one defined by ϑ (cf. (3.2)). Then we define a variant of the local
spherical character:
J 1πpfq “
ÿ
W
α1pπpfqW,W q, f P C8c pGpF qq,(4.30)
where the sum of W runs over an orthonormal basis of Wpπq. Similarly we have a
normalized one J
16
π pfq.
Lemma 4.8. Let f 1 “ f1bf2 P C8c pG1pF qq and f “ f1 ˚f˚2 P C8c pGpF qq (f˚2 pxq “
f2px´1q) matching f 1. Then we have
IΠv pf 1q “ κvJ 1πpfq.(4.31)
Proof. We identify Πn with πnb rπn “ πnb πn. Then we have for W,W 1 PWpπnq:
βnpW bW 1q “
ż
Nn´1pF qzHn´1pF q
W
ˆ
ǫn´1h
1
˙
W 1
ˆ
ǫn´1h
1
˙
dh.
This yields
βnpW bW 1q “ |τ |dn{2ϑnpW,W 1q.
Similarly for βn`1. Then the desired equality follows by the definition of IΠ in
terms of the linear functional λ, β and ϑ (note that δ “ τ2 is indeed a square in
F ). 
Now it remains to identify the distribution J 1π with Jπ, or equivalently, to prove
that α1 “ α. The key ingredient is from [33]; in the non-archimedean case, we could
also use [41, §3.5].
Note that we may write α in terms of the Whittaker model Wpπq:
αpW,W 1q “
ż
HnpF q
xπphqW,W 1y dh, xW,W 1y “ ϑpW,W 1q.
We temporarily denote N´ “ Nn´pF q and N “ NnpF q. Let N˝ “ rN,N s be the
commutator subgroup of N , Nab “ N˝zN the maximal abelian quotient of N , andyNab the group of characters of Nab. The diagonal subgroup An of Hn acts on N
(by conjugation), on Nab and hence on yNab. Moreover, An acts transitively on the
subset yNabreg of yNab consisting of regular characters (i.e., with minimal stabilizer
under the action of An). The character ψ on N is regular and we denote by ψt the
character of N (equivalently, of Nab) defined by
ψtpuq “ ψptut´1q.
For Wn,W
1
n PWpπn, ψq, we denote by ΦWn,W 1n the matrix coefficient
ΦWn,W 1npgq “ xπnpgqWn,W 1ny.
Lemma 4.9. Assume that πn is tempered.
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(i) The integral
FWn,W 1npuq :“
ż
N˝
ΦWn,W 1npvuqdv(4.32)
is absolutely convergent and defines a square integrable function FWn,W 1n P
L2pNabq. Its Fourier transform pFWn,W 1n P L2pyNabq is smooth on the open
subset yNabreg of yNab.
(ii) For all t P An, and Wn,W 1n PWpπn, ψq, we havepFWn,W 1npψtq “ |δnptq|´1WnptqW 1nptq.(4.33)
Here the left hand side denotes the value of the Fourier transform at the
character ψt P yNabreg.
Proof. The first part of (i) follows from [33, Corollary 2.8]. The second part of (i)
follows from [33, Lemma 3.2] for a special class of Wn and W
1
n. The general case
follows from this special case together with the Dixmier-Malliavin theorem (cf. [33,
Remark 3.3]). The assertion in (ii) for t “ 1 is [33, Prop. 3.4]. The general case of
t P An follows easily from this. 
Proposition 4.10. Assume that π “ πn b πn`1 is tempered. Then we have, for
all W,W 1 PWpπn, ψq bWpπn`1, ψq:
αpW,W 1q “ λpW qλpW 1q.
Namely, α “ α1 as non-zero elements in Hompπ b rπ,Cq.
Proof. The right hand side does not vanish by the non-vanishing of local Rankin-
Selberg integral ([27], [25]). By the multiplicity one theorem for generic represen-
tations: dimHomHnpF qpπ,Cq “ 1, the left hand side is a constant multiple of the
right hand side for all W,W 1. Hence it suffices to prove the identity for some choice
of W,W 1 so that λpW qλpW 1q ‰ 0.
Let W “ Wn bWn`1,W 1 “ W 1n bW 1n`1. We choose Wn`1,W 1n`1 as follows.
Let ϕ be in C8c pB´q. Then there is a unique element in Wpπn`1, ψq, denoted by
Wϕ, such that the restriction Wϕ|Hn is supported in NB´ and
Wϕ
ˆ
ub
1
˙
“ ψpuqϕpbq, u P N, b P B´.
Similarly we choose ϕ1 P C8c pB´q and define Wϕ1 PWpπn`1, ψq.
We may and will consider the action of C8c pB´q on Wpπn, ψq by
πnpϕqW pgq “
ż
B´
W pgbqϕpbqdb,(4.34)
where db is the right invariant measure on B´ normalized so that the measure on
Hn decomposes as dg “ du db where g “ ub, u P N, b P B´.
Let c P R` and consider the subset Nc of N consisting of elements u “
puijq1ďi,jďn such that
|ui,i`1| ď c, 1 ď i ď n´ 1.
We denote by Nabc the image of Nc in the abelian quotient N
ab. Let us consider
the integral parameterized by t P An:
IcpW,W 1;ψtq :“
ż
B´
ż
B´
ż
Nc
ΦWn,W 1npb1´1ubqψtpuqWϕpbqWϕ1pb1q du db db1.(4.35)
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This is the same as
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “
ż
B´
ż
B´
ż
Nc
ΦπnpbqWn,πnpb1qW 1npuqψtpuqϕpbqϕ1pb1q du db db1.
We claim that the triple integral (4.35) converges absolutely. Since supppϕq and
supppϕ1q are compact, by [3, Theorem 2] and [37, Theorem 1.2], there exists a
constant C such that, for all b P supppϕq, b1 P supppϕ1q, the matrix coefficients are
bounded in terms of the Harish-Chandra spherical function Ξ (cf. [37])
|ΦπnpbqWn,πnpb1qW 1npgq| ď C ¨ Ξpgq, g P Hn.
Hence the triple integral Ic is bounded above by
C
ż
B´
|ϕpbq| db
ż
B´
|ϕ1pb1q| db1
ż
Nc
Ξpuq du.
It suffices to prove that
ş
Nc
Ξpuq du is finite. We may write it asż
Nc
Ξpuq du “
ż
Nabc
ˆż
N˝
Ξpvuq dv
˙
du.(4.36)
Since Ξ is also a matrix coefficient of a tempered representation, the function u P
Nab ÞÑ ş
N˝
Ξpvuq dv is in L2pNabq by Lemma 4.9 (or rather directly, [33, Lemma
2.7]). Now the integral (4.36) is finite since Nabc is compact. This proves the claim.
For ϕ P C8c pB´q and t P An, we define ϕt P C8c pB´q by ϕtpbq “ ϕpt´1bq. For
simplicity we denote Wt “Wn bWϕt and W 1t “W 1n bWϕ1t . Then we have
πnpϕqWnptq “
ż
B´
Wnptbqϕpbqdb “ |δnptq|
ż
B´
Wnpbqϕpt´1bqdb “ |δnptq|λpWtq.
(4.37)
We now study the integral Ic as cÑ8. We first substitute u ÞÑ t´1ut in (4.35):
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “ |δnptq|´1
ż
B´
ż
B´
ż
Nc,t
ΦWn,W 1npptb1q´1utbqψpuqWϕpbqWϕ1pb1q du db db1,
where Nc,t :“ tNct´1. Substitute b ÞÑ t´1b and b1 ÞÑ t´1b1:
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “|δnptq|
ż
B´
ż
B´
ż
Nc,t
ΦWn,W 1npb1´1ubqψpuqWϕpt´1bqWϕ1pt´1b1q du db db1
“|δnptq|
ż
B´
ż
B´
ż
Nc,t
ΦWn,W 1npb1´1ubqψpuqWϕtpbqWϕ1tpb1q du db db1.
Since the triple integral is absolutely convergent and ψpuqWϕtpbq “ Wϕtpubq, we
could rewrite it by Fubini’s theorem as
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “ |δnptq|
ż
B´
ż
Nc,tB´
ΦWn,W 1npb1´1gqWϕtpgqWϕ1tpb1q dg db1.
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Now we make a substitution g ÞÑ b1g and then interchange the order of integration:
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “|δnptq|
ż
B´
ż
b1´1Nc,tB´
ΦWn,W 1npgqWϕtpb1gqWϕ1tpb1q dg db1
“|δnptq|
ż
B´Nc,tB´
ΦWn,W 1npgq
ˆż
B´
Wϕtpb1gqWϕ1tpb1q db1
˙
dg
“|δnptq|
ż
B´Nc,tB´
ΦWn,W 1npgqΦWϕt ,Wϕ1
t
pgq dg.
Since the integral
αpWt,W 1tq “
ż
HnpF q
ΦWn,W 1npgqΦWϕt ,Wϕ1t pgq dg
converges absolutely andHnz
Ť
cÑ8B´Nc,tB´ is of measure zero, we conclude that
for all t P An, the limit limcÑ8 IcpW,W 1;ψtq exists and is given by:
lim
cÑ8
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “ |δnptq|αpWt,W 1t q.(4.38)
There is another way to evaluate the limit. We first interchange the order of
integration in (4.35) and rewrite it as
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “
ż
Nc
ΦπnpϕqWn,πnpϕ1qW 1npuqψtpuq du.(4.39)
This integral is the same as (cf. (4.32))
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “
ż
Nabc
FπnpϕqWn,πnpϕ1qW 1npuqψtpuq du.(4.40)
Note that FπnpϕqWn,πnpϕ1qW 1n P L2pNabq by Lemma 4.9 (i). We now view
IcpW,W 1; ¨q as a function of ψt P yNab. It follows that limcÑ8 IcpW,W 1; ¨q converges
in L2pyNabq to pFπnpϕqWn,πnpϕ1qW 1n . But we have proved that limcÑ8 IcpW,W 1; ¨q
converges pointwise (for regular characters) almost everywhere. Therefore, for
almost all (i.e., except a measure zero set) t P An, the point wise limit is the same
as the Fourier transform (cf. [13, Theorem 1.1.11]):
lim
cÑ8
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “ pFπnpϕqWn,πnpϕ1qW 1npψtq.
By (ii) of Lemma 4.9, the right hand side is equal to
|δptq|´1πnpϕqWnptqπnpϕ1qW 1nptq “ |δnptq|λpWtqλpW 1t q,(4.41)
where the equality follows from (4.37). Therefore we have for almost all t P An
lim
cÑ8
IcpW,W 1;ψtq “ |δnptq|λpWtqλpW 1t q.(4.42)
Comparing (4.42) with (4.38), we have for almost all t P An:
αpWt,W 1tq “ λpWtqλpW 1t q.(4.43)
In particular, in any small open neighborhood of 1 in An, there exists t so that the
equality (4.43) holds.
Finally, it remains to verify that for some choice of Wn,W
1
n and ϕ, ϕ
1, the local
period λpWtqλpW 1t q does not vanish for t in a small open neighborhood of 1 in An.
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We choose Wn,W
1
n such that Wnp1q ‰ 0,W 1np1q ‰ 0. Since Wn|B´ is a continuous
function, there exists ϕ P C8c pB´q so thatż
B´
Wnpbqϕpbqdb ‰ 0.
It is easy to see that t ÞÑ ş
B´
Wnpbqϕptbqdb is continuous. Hence for t in a small
open neighborhood of 1 in An, the integral
ş
B´
Wnpbqϕptbqdb ‰ 0, or equivalently,
by (4.37), λpWtq ‰ 0 for Wt “Wn bWϕt . Similarly we may achieve λpW 1t q ‰ 0 for
t in a small open neighborhood of 1. This completes the proof. 
Corollary 4.11. The case (1) (i.e., for a split v) of Theorem 4.6 holds.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.8 and Prop. 4.10. 
5. The totally definite case
We now prove the part p2q of Theorem 1.2, assuming Theorem 4.6. We hence
assume that GpF8q is compact. Equivalently, F is a totally real field, E is a CM
extension and the Hermitian spacesW,V are positive definite at every archimedean
place v of F . As in the proof of the part p1q of Theorem 1.2, we may assume that
the local invariant form αv ‰ 0 for all v. We may further assume that the global
period P ‰ 0 so that the global spherical character Jπ does not vanish (otherwise
L p1{2, πq “ 0 and the result holds trivially). We then have
Jπpfq “ Cπ
ź
v
J 6πv pfvq(5.1)
for a non-zero constant Cπ.
Let us recall that in the disjoint union of (4.6) we take all isomorphism classes
of n-dimensional Hermitian spaces Wv. When Fv » R is non-archimedean and
Ev » C, the isomorphism classes of such Wv are indexed by the signature pp, qq
of Wv. We denote them by Wpp,qq,v. Then the two definite (positive or negative)
spaces correspond to pp, qq “ pn, 0q, p0, nq. Only whenWv “Wpn,0q,v is the positive
definite one, the space Vv is also positive definite (by (4.5)), or equivalently the
group GWv pFvq is compact. Let G1pFvqrs,pn,0q be the open subset of the regular
semisimple locus G1pFvqrs corresponding to the positive definite one GWpn,0q,v pFvqrs
in the disjoint union (4.6). In our case, our GpFvq is isomorphic to GWpn,0q,v pFvq
for all v|8.
For every v|8, we now choose a test function fv supported in the regular semisim-
ple locus GWpn,0q,v pFvqrs. Then there exists a smooth transfer f 1v supported in
G1pFvqrs,pn,0q. Since the representation πv must be finite dimensional and we are
assuming that αv ‰ 0, our choice of fv can be made so that J 6πv pfvq ‰ 0.
For non-archimedean places v, we choose fv and its smooth transfer f
1
v as in the
proof of case (1). Particularly, J 6πv pfvq ‰ 0 for all non-archimedean v. Then for
such test functions f “ bfv and f 1 “ bf 1v, we again have, by Theorem 4.3
Jπpfq “ 2´2Lp1, ηq´2IπE pf 1q.
By Prop. 3.6, the right hand side is equal to
c ¨L p1{2, πq
ź
v
I6πE,v pf 1vq,
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for some constant c independent of π. Now fix an arbitrary v0|8 and we further
assume that J 6πvpfvq ‰ 0 for v ‰ v0. By comparison with (5.1), there exists a
constant bπv0 ‰ 0, such that for all fv0 with regular semisimple support and its
smooth transfer f 1v0 supported in G
1pFv0qrs,pn,0q, we have
IΠv0 pf 1v0q “ bπv0Jπv0 pfv0q.
Now we don’t know how to evaluate bπv for v|8. Nevertheless the same argument
as the proof of Prop. 4.5 shows that
|Ppφq|2
xφ, φyPet “ cπ82
´2
L
ˆ
1
2
, π
˙ź
v
α6vpφv, φvq
xφv, φvyv ,
where the constant cπ8 “
ś
v|8 cπv and
cπv “ bπvκ´1v Lp1, ηvq,
where κv is the constant in Conjecture 4.4.
Part 2. Local theory
In the rest of the paper, we prove the remaining parts of Theorem 4.6.
6. Harmonic analysis on Lie algebra
We establish some basic results to prove the identity between local characters,
Theorem 4.6 for a non-split non-archimedean place v.
6.1. Relative regular nilpotent elements in Mn`1. Let F be any field. The
group Hn, viewed as a subgroup of Hn`1, acts on Mn`1 by conjugation. Write
X “
ˆ
A u
v w
˙
PMn`1.
The ring of invariants for this action is freely generated by either
p´1qi´1tr^i X, en`1Xje˚n`1, 1 ď i ď n` 1, 1 ď j ď n;(6.1)
or
p´1qi´1tr ^i A, vAju, w, 1 ď i ď n, 0 ď j ď n´ 1.(6.2)
We define a matrix
δ`pXq :“ pAn´1u,An´2u, ..., uq PMnpF q,(6.3)
and its determinant
∆`pXq “ detpδ`pXqq.(6.4)
Similarly, we define
δ´pXq :“ pv, vA, ..., vAn´1q PMnpF q, ∆´pXq “ detpδ´pXqq,
and
∆ :“ ∆`∆´.
Clearly we have for X PMn`1pF q and h P GLnpF q:
δ`phXh´1q “ hδ`pXq, δ´phXh´1q “ δ´pXqh´1.(6.5)
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The Hn-nilpotent cone N is defined to be the zeros of all of the above invariant
functions on Mn`1. An element in Mn`1 is called Hn-regular (or regular if no
confusion arises) if its stabilizer is trivial. Denote
ξn`1,` “
¨˚
˚˝ 0 1 0 00 0 1 0
0 ... 0 1
0 ... 0 0
‹˛‹‚PMn`1pF q,(6.6)
and ξn`1,´ its transpose. If no confusion arises, we simply denote them by ξ˘.
Clearly ξ˘ are regular nilpotent.
Lemma 6.1. Let X P N . The following statements are equivalent:
(1) X is regular nilpotent.
(2) ξ is Hn-equivalent to ξ` or ξ´.
(3) ∆`pXq ‰ 0 or ∆´pXq ‰ 0.
In particular, the orbit of ξ` is open in N .
Proof. Let X “
ˆ
A u
v 0
˙
be an Hn-nilpotent element. We then have A
n “ 0
and vAiu “ 0, for i “ 0, 1, ..., n ´ 1. It follows that vAiu “ 0 for all i P Zě0.
Let r be the dimension of subspace of the (n ˆ 1) column vectors spanned by
Aiu, i “ 0, 1, ..., n´ 1, and similarly r1 the dimension of the subspace spanned by
vAi, i “ 0, 1, ..., n´ 1. Clearly, we have an inequality r ` r1 ď n.
1 ñ 2. It suffices to show that, if X is regular unipotent, then either r or
r1 is equal to n. Indeed, for example if r “ n, then r1 “ 0 (i.e., v “ 0) and
the column vectors Aiu, i “ 0, 1, ..., n´ 1 form a basis of the n-dimension space of
column vectors. Then te˚, Xe˚, ..., Xn´1e˚u form a basis of the pn`1q-dimensional
column vectors (recall that e˚ is the transpose of e “ p0, ..., 0, 1q PM1,n`1pF q). In
term of this new basis we see that X becomes ξ`.
Now suppose that r, r1 ă n. Clearly if r “ r1 “ 0, X must have positive
dimensional stabilizer hence non-regular. We now assume that 0 ă r ă n. Let L
be the subspace spanned by Aiu, i “ 0, 1, ..., r ´ 1. It is easy to see that this is the
same as the space spanned by Aiu, i “ 0, 1, ..., n´ 1. We write the column vector
spaces Fn “ L ‘ L1 for a subspace L1. Then in term of the basis of L given by
Aiu, i “ 0, 1, ..., r ´ 1, we may write u as p0, 0, ..., 1, 0, 0, ..., 0qt where only the r-th
entry is nonzero and may be assumed to be equal to one, and
A “
ˆ
Y B
0 Z
˙
, Y “
¨˚
˚˝ 0 1 0 00 0 1 0
0 ... 0 1
0 ... 0 0
‹˛‹‚PMrpF q.
Then Aiu “ p0, 0, ..., 1, 0, 0, ..., 0qt where only the pr ´ iq-th entry is one, i “
0, 1, ..., r ´ 1. Hence the conditions vAiu “ 0 (0 ď i ď n ´ 1) implies that v is
of the form p0, 0, ..., 0, ˚, ..., ˚q where the first r-entries are all zero.
Now we consider
h “
ˆ
1r Q
0 1n´r
˙
P GLnpF q.
Clearly the matrix h´1Xh to an element of the same form with B replaced by
B ` Y Q ´QZ. Hence the stabilizer of X at least contains all h with Q satisfying
Y Q ´ QZ “ 0. Define ϕ P EndpMr,n´rpF qq by Q ÞÑ Y Q ´ QZ. We claim that
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the dimension of the kernel Kerpϕq is positive. Clearly the dimension of Kerpϕq
depends only on the conjugacy class of Z in Mn´rpF q. Since A is nilpotent, so is
Z. We thus can assume that Z is a Jordan canonical form. The endomorphism ϕ
cannot be surjective since Mr,n´rpF q ‰ 0 (0 ă r ă n) and every Y Q ´ QZ must
have zero as its lower left entry. This proves the claim and hence the stabilizer of
such X cannot be trivial.
2 ñ 3. This is clear since we have δ`phXh´1q “ hδ`pXq and δ´phXh´1q “
δ´pXqh´1 by (6.5).
3 ñ 1. Note that ∆`pXq ‰ 0 is equivalent to δ`pXq P GLnpF q. The latter
property implies that the stabilizer (under the Hn-action) of any X PMn`1,` must
be trivial. Indeed, if hXh´1 “ X , we have δ`pXq “ δ`phXh´1q “ hδ`pXq and
hence h “ 1. Similarly for ∆´pXq ‰ 0. 
6.2. A regular section. Denote
Mn`1,` :“ tX PMn`1|∆`pXq ‰ 0.u
Note that every element in Mn`1,` is regular (cf. the proof of “3ñ 1” of Lemma
6.1). We shall write X “ AnˆAn`1, 9 the affine space of dimension 2n` 1. Then
the second set of generators (6.2) defines a morphism that is constant on Hn-orbits
π : Mn`1 ÝÑ X “ An ˆ An`1,ˆ
A u
v w
˙
ÞÑ pa, bq,
where a “ pa1, ..., anq, b “ pb0, ..., bnq, ai “ p´1qi´1tr^iA, b0 “ w and bi “ vAi´1u
for 1 ď i ď n. We say that x P X is regular semisimple if one element (and hence
all) in π´1pxq is Hn-regular semisimple.
Now we define a section of the morphism π :Mn`1 Ñ X :
σ : X ÝÑMn`1
pa, bq ÞÑ
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ a1 1 0 0 0a2 0 1 0 0
... 0 0 1 0
an 0 0 0 1
bn ... ... b1 b0
‹˛‹‹‹‚.
We note that ξ` is precisely the image of 0 P X under σ.
Mn`1
π

X “Mn`1{{Hn
σ
<<
Lemma 6.2. The morphism σ is a section of π, i.e.:
σ ˝ π “ id.
The image of σ lies in Mn`1,` (in particular, σ is a regular section, in the sense
that the image σpa, bq is always Hn-regular).
9We use A in this section only to denote the affine line.
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Proof. It is easy to check that
det
¨˚
˚˝T ¨ 1n `
¨˚
˚˝ a1 1 0 0a2 0 1 0
... 0 0 1
an 0 0 0
‹˛‹‚‹˛‹‚“ T n ` a1T n´1 ´ a2T n´2 ` ...` p´1qn´1an,
and the b-invariants of σpa, bq are pb0, b1, b2, ..., bnq. This shows that σ is a section
of π. To see that the image of σ lies in Mn`1,`, we note that for any pa, bq P X we
have
δ`pσpa, bqq “ 1n.(6.7)

Proposition 6.3. We have an Hn-equivariant morphism
ι : GLn ˆX ÑMn`1,`
ph, pa, bqq ÞÑ hσpa, bqh´1,
where the group Hn acts on the left hand side by left translation on the first factor,
and trivially on the second factor. Moreover, the morphism ι is an isomorphism
with its inverse given by pδ`, π|Mn`1,`q.
Proof. It suffices to prove that pδ`, πq ˝ ι “ id and ι ˝ pδ`, πq “ id. To show the
first identity we note that the invariants of hσpa, bqh´1 (being the same as σpa, bq)
are pa, bq. Hence it is enough to show that δ`pιph, pa, bqq “ h. This follows from
the fact that δ`pσpa, bqq “ 1n (cf. (6.7))and δ`phXh´1q “ hδ`pXq by (6.5).
Now we show the second identity. Let X “
ˆ
A u
v w
˙
P Mn`1,`. Let pa, bq “
πpXq and h “ δ`pXq “ pAn´1u,An´2u, ..., uq P Hn. Denote ι ˝ pδ`, πqpXq “ˆ
A1 u1
v1 w1
˙
. Clearly w “ w1. By the first identity, the elements ι ˝ pδ`, πqpXq and
X have the same invariants. In particular,
detpT ¨ 1n `Aq “ T n `
nÿ
i“1
p´1qi´1aiT n´i,
and therefore
An “
nÿ
i“1
aiA
n´i.
This implies that
Aδ`pXq “ pAnu,An´1u, ..., Auq “ δ`pXq
¨˚
˚˝ a1 1 0 0a2 0 1 0
... 0 0 1
an 0 0 0
‹˛‹‚.
Since δ`pXq “ h is invertible, we obtain
A “ h
¨˚
˚˝ a1 1 0 0a2 0 1 0
... 0 0 1
an 0 0 0
‹˛‹‚h´1 “ A1.
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Obviously we have u “ δ`pXqe˚n “ he˚n “ u1 (e˚n “ p0, 0, ..., 0, 1qt). Finally since
bi “ vAi´1u, pbn, bn´1, ..., b1q “ vδ`pXq, we have
v “ pbn, bn´1, ..., b1qδ`pXq´1 “ pbn, bn´1, ..., b1qh´1 “ v1.
This completes the proof of the second identity. 
Similarly we define a variant σ1 : X “ An ˆ An`1 ÑMn`1 by
σ1pa, bq “
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
0 0 1 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0
...
...
...
...
...
an an´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ a1 1
bn bn´1 ¨ ¨ ¨ b1 b0
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚.(6.8)
To facilitate the exposition, we introduce:
Definition 6.4. Consider a morphism between two affine spaces:
φ : Am “ SpecF rx1, ..., xms ÝÑ Am “ SpecF ry1, ..., yms
with induced morphism φ˚ : F ry1, ..., yms ÝÑ F rx1, ..., xms. We say that φ is
triangular if we have, possibly after reordering the coordinates:
φ˚pyiq “ ˘xi ` ϕipx1, ..., xi´1q, 1 ď i ď m,
where ϕipx1, ..., xi´1q P F rx1, ..., xi´1s is a polynomial of x1, ..., xi´1.
It is easy to see that if φ is triangular, then it is an isomorphism and its inverse
is triangular, too. Moreover, the Jacobian factor of a triangular morphism is equal
to ˘1.
Corollary 6.5. The following morphism is an isomorphism:
ι1 : Hn ˆX ÑMn`1,`
ph, pa, bqq ÞÑ hσ1pa, bqh´1.
Moreover, the induced morphism π ˝ σ1 : X Ñ X is triangular, and in particular
an isomorphism.
Proof. The proof of the first part follows the same line as the previous one: it
suffices to show that for an arbitrarily X “
ˆ
A u
v w
˙
P Mn`1,`, we may solve
for pa, bq and h uniquely in terms of polynomials of entries of X :
hσ1pa, bqh´1 “ X.(6.9)
We proceed in three steps:
Step 1. For the a-component of σ1pa, bq, we have ai “ p´1qi´1tr^i A.
Step 2. By (6.5), we have δ`pXq “ hδ`pσ1pa, bqq. Note that the matrix
δ`pσ1pa, bqq lies in Nn,´ and it depends only on a (but not on b). Combined
with Step 1, we see that can be expressed in terms of X :
h “ δ`pXqδ`pσ1pa, bqq´1.(6.10)
Step 3. In (6.9), the last row of σ1pa, bq, i.e. pbn, ..., b1, b0q, is equal to
pvh, wq. Combining with Step 2 we complete the proof.
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To show the second part, by Step 1 we may write π ˝ σ1pa, b1q “ pa, bq. By
computing the b-invariants of σ1pa, b1q, we say that b0 “ b10, and for each i ě 1,
bi ´ b1i is a polynomial of a, b11, ..., b1i´1. This also shows that bi is a polynomial of
a, b11, ..., b
1
i´1. Therefore π ˝ σ1 : X Ñ X is a triangular morphism. 
We will need to consider the restriction of ι1 to some closed subvarieties. We
denote by W the subvariety of of Mn`1 consisting of matrices X of the following
form:
X “
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ ˚ 1 0 0 0˚ ˚ 1 0 0˚ ˚ ˚ 1 0
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 1
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
‹˛‹‹‹‚PMn`1.(6.11)
Denote by V the subvariety of W consisting of X of the same form but with the
last row identically zero. Then we have a natural projection p : W Ñ V .
Lemma 6.6. (1) The variety W is a subvariety of Mn`1,` and the preimgae
of W under ι1 is the product Nn,´ ˆX .
(2) For every pa, bq P X , we define a morphism νpa,bq : Nn,´ ÝÑW by
νpa,bqpuq “ uσ1pa, bqu´1, u P Nn,´.(6.12)
Then the composition ν1pa,bq :“ p ˝ νpa.bq : Nn,´ ÝÑ V is an isomorphism
with Jacobian equal to ˘1.
Proof. Let X “
ˆ
A u
v w
˙
be in W . It is easy to verify the following properties
about δ`pXq:
(i) δ`pXq P Nn,´.
(ii) δ`pXq depends only on the last n ´ 1 columns of A, but not on the first
column.
(iii) For each i, 0 ď i ď n ´ 1, the pn ´ iq-th column of δ`pXq is equal to the
sum of the pn ´ i ` 1q-th column of A plus a column vector whose entries
are polynomials depending only the last pi´ 1q-columns of A.
By (i), such X lies in Mn`1,` and hence W Ă Mn`1. Setting X “ σ1pa, bq shows
that δ`pσ1pa, bqq lies in Nn,´ and depends only on a. Let ph, pa, bqq be the preimage
ι1´1pXq. By (6.10) in the proof of Prop. 6.3, we have
h “ δ`pXqδ`pσ1pa, bqq´1 P Nn,´.
Hence the preimage of W is contained in Nn,´ ˆ X . Since W is preserved under
the conjugation by Nn,´ and contains the image of σ, it follows that the preimage
of W is exactly Nn,´ ˆ X . This proves part (1) of the lemma. Alternatively, we
may identify W with the variety consisting of X PMn`1 such that δ`pXq P Nn,´.
To show part (2), we denote by Wpa,bq the image of Nn,´ ˆ tpa, bqu under ι1.
Consider an auxiliary subvariety V 1 ofW with the first column and the last row both
being zero. Let p1 : W Ñ V be the natural projection. By the property (iii) above,
the composition p1 ˝ ν : Nn,´ Ñ V 1 is a triangular morphism. Thus the restriction
of the projection p1 to Wpa,bq induces an isomorphism p
1
pa,bq : Wpa,bq Ñ V 1. To prove
part (2), it remains to show that the morphism p|Wpa,bq ˝ pp1pa,bqq´1 : V 1 Ñ V is
triangular.
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Now we let X “
ˆ
A u
v w
˙
PWpa,bq with
A “
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ α1 1 0 0 0α2 ˚ 1 0 0˚ ˚ ˚ 1 0
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ 1
αn “ βn βn´1 ˚ ˚ β1
‹˛‹‹‹‚PMn.
We denote by rA the square matrix obtained by deleting the first and the last
row/column of A. By computing the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial
of A, we have the following:
p♠q For each i, 1 ď i ď n, the sum αi ` βi is a polynomial of α1, ..., αi´1,
β1, ..., βi´1, a1, ..., ai and the entries of rA.
By induction on i, αi is a polynomial of β1, ..., βi, a1, ..., ai and the entries of rA.
The same statement holds if we replace α by β everywhere. Note that the last row
of X PWpa,bq is also determined by the entries α1, ..., αn, a1, ..., an and rA. It follows
that the morphism p|Wpa,bq ˝ pp1pa,bqq´1 : V 1 Ñ V is triangular. This completes the
proof.

A byproduct of the proof is:
Corollary 6.7. Let X “
ˆ
A u
v w
˙
P W. Then every entry of the last row of A
is a polynomial of the first n´ 1 rows of A and the coefficients of the characteristic
polynomial of A.
Proof. In the proof of the previous Lemma 6.6, the βi’s are polynomials of the first
n´ 1 rows of A, and the coefficients ai’s of the characteristic polynomial of A. 
We also have an easier statement about the upper unipotentNn acting on ξn`1,`.
Lemma 6.8. Denote by V` the subvariety of Mn`1 consisting of X of the following
form:
X “
¨˚
˚˝ 0 1 ˚ ˚0 0 1 ˚
... ... 0 1
0 ... 0 0
‹˛‹‚PMn`1.
Define a morphism
ν` : Nn Ñ V`
u ÞÑ uξn`1,`u´1.
Then ν` is triangular.
Proof. Similar to the previous one. We omit the detail. 
For later use in §8, we take the transpose of the morphism σ1 and denote it by
̺:
̺pa, bq “ σ1pa, bqt.(6.13)
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6.3. Regular nilpotent orbital integral. We now assume that F is a p-adic
local field. We now define the pHn, ηq-orbital integral of a regular nilpotent orbit.
Since the orbits of ξ˘ are not closed, we need to regularize the orbital integral. We
consider the following integral for s P C, X PMn`1pF q:
OpX, f, sq “
ż
HnpF q
fpXhqηphq| detphq|s dh, f P C8c pMn`1pF qq.(6.14)
It is absolutely convergent for all s P C if X is regular semisimple in which case we
denote
OpX, fq “ OpX, f, 0q.(6.15)
Lemma 6.9. The integral Opξ˘, f, sq converges absolutely when Repsq ą 1´ 1n and
extends to a meromorphic function in s P C with at most simple poles at
s “ 1´ 1
ℓ
` 2πi
log q
Z,
for even integers ℓ with 1 ă ℓ ď n. Here q is the cardinality of the residue field
OF {p̟q.
Proof. We use the Iwasawa decomposition of HnpF q “ KAN . Define
fKpXq “
ż
K
fpkXk´1q dk.
By Iwasawa decomposition on HnpF q, we haveż
ApF q
ż
NpF q
fKpauξ`u´1a´1qηpaq|a|s|δpaq| du da,
where δ is the modular character
δpaq “ an´11 an´32 ...a´pn´1qn , a “ diagra1, ..., ans.
By Lemma 6.8, this isż
ApF q
ż
V`pF q
fKpaxa´1qηpaq|a|s dx da.
Replacing xℓj by xℓjaja
´1
ℓ , 1 ď ℓ ď j ´ 2 ď pn ` 1q ´ 2 and setting an`1 “ 1, we
may partially cancel the factor |δpaq|:
ż
ApF q
ż
V`pF q
fK
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 0
a1
a2
x13 x14 ˚
0 0 a2
a3
˚ ˚
0 0 0 ... ...
... ... 0 0 an
an`1
0 ... 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‚ηpaq|a|s|a2a3...an|´1 dx da.
Substitute bℓ :“ aℓ{aℓ`1, 1 ď ℓ ď n:
ż
ApF q
ż
V`pF q
fK
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 0 b1 x13 x14 ˚0 0 b2 ˚ ˚
0 0 0 ... ...
... ... 0 0 bn
0 ... 0 0 0
‹˛‹‹‹‚ηpb1b3...q|
nź
ℓ“1
bℓℓ|´1`s
nź
ℓ“1
dbℓ dx.
(Note dbℓ is the additive Haar measure, cf. §2.) Now it is clear that the integral
converges absolutely if Repℓp´1 ` sqq ą ´1 for all ℓ “ 1, 2, ..., n, or equivalently
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Repsq ą 1´ 1
n
. By Tate’s local zeta integral, the integral extends meromorphically
to s P C with at most simple poles at those s modulo 2πi
log q
Z satisfying one of the
following:
ℓp´1` sq “ ´1, ℓ “ 2, 4, ..., 2rn{2s.
Namely s “ 1´ 1
ℓ
` 2πi
log q
Z, for even ℓ with 1 ă ℓ ď n.

Definition 6.10. For f P C8c pMn`1pF qq, we define the regular nilpotent orbital
integral Opξ˘, fq, also denoted by µξ˘pfq as
µξ˘pfq “ Opξ˘, fq :“ Opξ˘, f, 0q.
This defines an pHn, ηq-invariant distribution on Mn`1pF q.
The two propositions below will not be used later on. They are interesting in
their own right and provide heuristics for the admissible functions in the remaining
sections of this paper.
Proposition 6.11. The intersection Mn`1,`pF q X N is equal to the Hn-orbit of
ξ`. In particular, for a function f P C8c pMn`1pF qq supported on Mn`1,`pF q, any
distribution on Mn`1pF q supported in the closed subset N zpHn ¨ ξ`q of Mn`1pF q
vanishes on f .
Proof. Since ξ` is precisely the image of 0 P X under σ, the Hn-orbit of ξ` is then
the image of Hn ˆ t0u under ι. We also have Mn`1,` XN “ pπ|Mn`1,`q´1p0q, the
fiber of 0 P X under π|Mn`1,` . By Proposition 6.3, the fiber pπ|Mn`1,`q´1p0q is
precisely the image of Hn ˆ t0u under ι. This proves the first assertion. The “In
particular” part is clear from the definition of the support of a distribution. 
Proposition 6.12. For any f P C8c pMn`1,`pF qq Ă C8c pMn`1pF qq, the orbital
integral
φf pxq :“ Opσpxq, fq
defined for regular semisimple x P X (cf. (6.15)) extends to a locally constant
function with compact support on X (i.e., φf P C8c pX q). Conversely, given any
function φ in C8c pX q, there exists f P C8c pMn`1,`pF qq such that Opσpxq, fq “
φpxq for all regular semisimple x.
Proof. The orbital integral (6.15) is given by
Opσpxq, fq “
ż
Hn
fphσpxqh´1qηphq dh.
By the Hn-equivariant isomorphism ι : HnpF qˆX pF q ÑMn`1,`pF q, correspond-
ing to f we have an element denoted by f 1 in C8c pHn ˆX q, defined by
f 1ph, xq “ fphσpxqh´1q, h P Hn, x P X ,
with the property that
Opσpxq, fq “
ż
Hn
f 1ph, xqηphq dh.
The integral on the right hand side is clearly absolutely convergent for all x P X
and defines an element in C8c pX q. The converse is clearly now by the isomorphism
ι. 
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Remark 11. The proof also shows that if f is supported onMn`1,`pF q, the integral
Opξ`, f, sq (cf. (6.14)) converges absolutely for all s P C.
6.4. Orbital integrals on sn`1. We will need to consider the induced Hn-action
on the tangent space sn`1 at 1 of the symmetric space Sn`1:
sn`1pF q “ tX PMn`1pEq|X `X “ 0u.
Fixing a choice of non-zero τ P E´, we have an isomorphism
Mn`1pF q » sn`1pF q,(6.16)
defined by X ÞÑ τX . In particular, we will abuse the notation ξ˘ to denote τξ˘
if we want to consider the regular unipotent orbit on sn`1. We may extend the
definitions of σ, ̺ and the orbital integrals to the setting of sn`1 via the isomorphism
(6.16). Then it is clear how to extend the results from the setting of Mn`1pF q to
the setting of sn`1.
7. Smoothing local periods
7.1. Convolutions. We introduce some abstract notions for the use of this and
the next section. Let F be a p-adic local field and G the F -points of some reductive
group. We consider the space of C8c pGq with an (anti-) involution ˚ defined by:
f˚pgq :“ fpg´1q, f P C8c pGq.(7.1)
We will also use the other (anti-) involution defined by
f_pgq “ fpg´1q.(7.2)
Let dg be a Haar measure on G. Let H be a unimodular (closed) subgroup of G
and dh a Haar measure H . We define a left and a right action of C8c pHq on C8c pGq
as follows: for f P C8c pGq and φ P C8c pHq, we define convolutions f ˚ φ and φ ˚ f
both in C8c pGq:
pf ˚ φqpgq “
ż
H
fpgh´1qφphq dh(7.3)
and
pφ ˚ fqpgq “
ż
H
φphqfph´1gq dh “
ż
H
φph´1qfphgq dh.
This also applies to the case H “ G. Then we have
pf ˚ φq˚ “ φ˚ ˚ f˚, pφ ˚ fq˚ “ f˚ ˚ φ˚.
If we have two closed unimodular subgroups H1, H2, we could iterate the definition:
for example, for f P C8c pGq and φi P C8c pHiq, we define
φ1 ˚ φ2 ˚ f :“ φ1 ˚ pφ2 ˚ fq P C8c pGq.
Now if we have a smooth representation π of G (hence its restriction to H is a
smooth representation as well), as usual we define πpfq and πpφq to be the endo-
morphisms of π:
πpfq “
ż
G
fpgqπpgq dg, πpφq “
ż
H
φphqπphq dh.
Then we have πpf ˚φq “ πpfqπpφq P Endpπq and so on. If π has a G-invaraint inner
product x¨, ¨y, we then have
xπpfqu, u1y “ xu, πpf˚qu1y, u, u1 P π.
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The questions addressed in this section can be abstracted as follows (cf. [26,
§2]). Let π be a smooth admissible representation of G. The algebraic dual space
π˚ :“ Hompπ,Cq is usually much larger than the congragredient rπ (the subspace
of π˚ consisting of smooth linear functional, i.e., K-finite vectors in π˚ for some
open compact K). Very often we will be interested in some distinguished element
called ℓ in π˚zrπ (the set of non-smooth linear functionals). Then the question is
to find some φ P C8c pHq, for suitable subgroup H (smaller than G in order to be
useful), such that π˚pφqℓ is nonzero and smooth (i.e., in rπ). In this section we will
study this question for the local Flicker-Rallis period, and the local Rankin-Selberg
period.
7.2. A compactness lemma. Now we return to our setting. Let E{F be a qua-
dratic extension of non-archimedean local fields of characteristic zero with residue
characteristic p. We denote by η the quadratic character associated to E{F , and
set
ηn “ ηn´1.(7.4)
Let ϕn´1 P C8c pHn´1pEqq and φn´1 P C8c pMn´1,1pEqq. We consider the Fourier
transform of φn´1 as a function on M1,n´1pEq bypφn´1pXq “ ż
M1,n´1pEq
φn´1pY qψEptrpXY qq dY.
To the pair pϕn´1, φn´1q we associate a new function on Hn´1pEq byĂWϕn´1,φn´1pgq :“ pφn´1p´en´1gq ż ż ϕn´1pg´1uǫn´1hqψEpuqηnphq du dh,(7.5)
where u P Nn´1pEq, h P Nn´1pF qzHn´1pF q and the integral is iterated. Note that
the integral converges absolutely. Clearly we have
Wϕn´1,φn´1pugq “ ψEpuqWϕn´1,φn´1pgq
for u P Nn´1pEq.
We would like to obtain a function with compact support modulo Nn´1pEq by
imposing suitable conditions on pϕn´1, φn´1q. To simplify the notation, we will
denote, when p ą 2
Λ “ OE .
It decomposes as Λ “ Λ` ‘ Λ´ where Λ˘ “ OE˘ . If p “ 2, in the rest of the
paper we define OE as OE`‘OE´ , which may be a non-maximal order of E. Then
the Fourier transform of 1Λ P C8c pEq is a non-zero multiple of 1Λ˚ for a lattice
(i.e., an OE -module) Λ
˚ Ă E (depending on ψ). Let ̟ be a uniformizer of F . For
an integer m ą 0, we naturally view Cr̟mΛ{̟2mΛs as the subspace of C8c pEq
consisting of functions supported in ̟mΛ and invariant by ̟2mΛ.
Definition 7.1. We define a “dagger” space of level m, denoted by
Cr̟mΛ{̟2mΛs: or C8c pEq:m, as the subspace of Cr̟mΛ{̟2mΛs spanned by
functions θ “ θ` b θ´, θ˘ P C8c pE˘q, satisfying:
‚ θ` is a multiple of 1̟mΛ` .
‚ The Fourier transform pθ P Cr̟´2mΛ˚{̟´mΛ˚s is supported in ̟´2mΛ˚´
̟´2m`1Λ˚. With the condition on θ`, this is equivalent to that the functionxθ´ is supported in ̟´2mΛ´˚ ´̟´2m`1Λ´˚ where Λ´˚ “ Λ˚ X E´.
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In particular, every element in Cr̟mΛ{̟2mΛs: is invariant under multiplication
by 1 ` ̟mOE . Heuristically, such θ has a constant real part θ` but a highly
oscillating imaginary part θ´.
Definition 7.2. We denote by C8c pMn´1,1pEqq:m the space spanned by functions
on Mn´1,1pEq of the form φn´1 “
Â
1ďiďn´1 φ
piq in the way that φn´1pxq “ś
i φ
piqpxiq if x “ px1, ..., xn´1qt PMn´1,1pEq satisfying
‚ When 1 ď i ď n´ 2, φpiq is the characteristic function of ̟mΛ; φpn´1q is
an element of Cr̟mΛ{̟2mΛs:.
Definition 7.3. We denote by C8c pHn´1pEqq:m the space spanned by functions
on Hn´1pEq of the form ϕn´1 “
Â
1ďi,jďn´1 ϕ
pijq in the way that ϕn´1pgq “ś
i,j ϕ
pijqpgijq if g “ pgijq satisfying:
‚ When 1 ď j ă i ď n´ 1, ϕpijq is the characteristic function of ̟mOE.
‚ When 1 ď i “ j ď n´ 1, ϕpijq is the characteristic function of 1`̟mOE.
‚ When 1 ď i ă j ď n ´ 1, j ´ i ‰ 1, ϕpijq is the characteristic function of
̟mΛ.
‚ When 1 ď i “ j ´ 1 ď n´ 2, ϕpijq is an element of Cr̟mΛ{̟2mΛs:.
Remark 12. A function ϕn´1 P C8c pHn´1pEqq:m has the following property:
ϕn´1pun´2...u1av1...vn´2q “ ϕn´1puσ1pn´2q...uσ1p1qavσ1p1q...vσ1pn´2qq,
where a P An´1, ui P Nn´1 (vi P Nn´1,´, resp.), ui ´ 1 (vi ´ 1, resp.) has nonzero
entries only in the pi` 1q-th column (row, resp.), and σ, σ1 are any permutations.
Definition 7.4. We say that the pair pϕn´1, φn´1q is m-admissible if φn´1 P
C8c pMn´1,1pEqq:m, and ϕn´1 P C8c pHn´1pEqq:m.
Remark 13. The pair pϕn´1, φn´1q defines a function denoted by ϕn´1 b φn´1 on
the mirabolic subgroup Pn of HnpEq
ϕn´1 b φn´1
„ˆ
x
1
˙ˆ
1n´1 u
1
˙
“ ϕn´1pxqφn´1puq.
For m-admissible pϕn´1, φn´1q as above, we define recursively ϕi, φi, φ1i`1 for
i “ n´ 2, ..., 1, such that
ϕi`1 “ ϕi b φi b φ1i`1,(7.6)
where
ϕi P C8c pMipEqq, φi P C8c pMi,1pEqq, φ1i`1 P C8c pM1,i`1pEqq.
Here the function ϕi is viewed as a function on MipEq (though it is supported in
HipEq). The tensor product is understood as
ϕi`1pXi`1q “ ϕipXiqφipuiqφ1i`1pvi`1q,
where Xi`1 “
¨˝
Xi ui
vi`1
‚˛ P Mi`1pEq, Xi P MipEq, ui P Mi,1pEq, vi`1 P
M1,i`1pEq. Set φ11 “ ϕ1 so that we have the following decomposition of ϕn´1bφn´1:
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φ
1
1 φ1 φ2 ¨ ¨ ¨ φn´1
φ
1
2
...
φ1n´1
To facilitate the exposition, we list the properties of admissible functions that will
be used later in our proof.
Proposition 7.5. Let pϕn´1, φn´1q be m-admissible (Definition 7.4) and we de-
compose it according to (7.6). Then we have the following properties:
(i) The function φ1i is the characteristic function of p0, ..., 0, 1q`̟mM1,ipOEq,
and φi P C8c pMi,1pEqq:m.
(ii) The function ϕn´1 is left and right invariant under Nn´1,´p̟mOEq “
1`̟mnn´1,´pOEq.
(iii) With respect to the decomposition Mn´1pEq “Mn´1pF q ‘Mn´1pE´q, the
function ϕn´1 “ ϕ`n´1 b ϕ´n´1 is decomposable and the “real” part ϕ`n´1 is
a multiple of the characteristic function of 1`̟mMn´1pOF q.
(iv) The function ϕn´1 is left and right invariant under the compact open sub-
group 1`̟mMn´1pOF q (i.e., the support of the “real” part ϕ`n´1 of ϕn´1).
Proof. They all follow from Definition 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4. 
Property (iii) and (iv) of admissible functions will not be used until the next
section. Our key result of this section is the following compactness lemma.
Lemma 7.6. Assume that pϕn´1, φn´1q is m-admissible for some m ą 0 and we
have the derived functions φi, φ
1
i as above.
(1) Then the support of the function ĂWϕn´1,φn´1 is compact modulo Nn´1pEq,
i.e., it defines an element in
C
8
c pNn´1pEqzHn´1pEq, ψEq.
Furthermore, ĂWϕn´1,φn´1pǫn´1gq is nonzero only when
g P H 1n´1pEq “ Nn´1pEqAn´1pEqNn´1,´pEq.
(2) View φ1 :“ bn´1i“1 φ1i as a function on Bn´1,´pEq or its Lie algebra bn´1,1pEq
(this is possible due to the special feature of the function φ1). Denote by
dn “
`
n
3
˘
so that
τdn “ δn´1pǫn´1q “ detpAdpǫn´1q : Nn´1pEqq.
Then the value of ĂWϕn´1,φn´1pǫn´1gq at g “ yv P An´1Nn´1,´pF q:
y “
¨˚
˚˝˚ y1y2...yn´1 . . .
y1y2
y1
‹˛‹‹‚P An´1pF q,
and
v “
n´2ź
i“1
ˆ
1i
vi 1
˙
P Nn´1,´pF q, vi PM1,ipF q,
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is given by the product of the constant
|τ |dnE
ż
Bn´1,´pF q
φ1pbq db(7.7)
and
ηnpyq|δn´1pyq|F
n´1ź
i“1
zφn´ip´yipvn´i´1, 1qτq.(7.8)
Here the measure db on Bn´1,´pF q is either the left or the right invariant one;
they give the same value to the integral since the support of φ1 is contained in
1`̟bn´1,´pOEq.
Proof. It suffices to consider the following absolutely convergent integral:
wpgq “
ż
Bn´1,´pF q
ż
Nn´1pEq
ϕn´1pg´1uhqψτ puqηnphq du dh,(7.9)
where we have replaced Nn´1pF qzHn´1pF q by Bn´1,´ (with the right invariant
measure) and
ψτ puq “ ψE,τ puq “ ψEpǫn´1uǫ´1n´1q.
Indeed, by a suitable substitution we haveĂWϕn´1,φn´1pǫn´1gq “ |τ |dnE pφn´1p´en´1τgqwpgq.
By the condition on the support of pφn´1, we know that pφn´1pen´1gq is zero unless
the pn´ 1, n´ 1q-th entry of g P Hn´1pEq is nonzero. Up to the left translation by
Nn´1pEq, such g P Hn´1pEq is of the form:
g “ y1
ˆ
xn´2
1
˙ˆ
1n´2
vn´2 1
˙
, y1 P Eˆ, xn´2 P Hn´2pEq, vn´2 PM1,n´2pEq.
By the support condition on pφn´1 (noting that φn´1 P C8c pMn´1,1pEqq:m, cf. Def-
inition 7.2), for wpgq in (7.9) to be nonzero, y1 must lie in a compact set of Eˆ
and vn´2 P ̟mM1,n´2pOEq. By the property (ii) in Prop. 7.5, the function ϕn´1
is invariant under left multiplication by such
ˆ
1n´2
vn´2 1
˙
. Hence we have
ĂWϕn´1,φn´1pǫn´1gq “ |τ |dnE pφn´1pτy1pvn´2, 1qqw „y1ˆ xn´2 1
˙
.(7.10)
Therefore it is enough to consider wpgq when g “ y1
ˆ
xn´2
1
˙
for xn´2 P
Hn´2pEq.
We write h P Bn´1,´pF q “ An´1pF qNn´1,´pF q as
h “ b1
ˆ
an´2
1
˙ˆ
1n´2
cn´2 1
˙
,
where b1 P Fˆ, an´2 P Bn´2,´pF q, cn´2 P M1,n´2pF q. The measure can be chosen
as
|an´2|´1|b1|´1 db1 dcn´2 dan´2,
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where dan´2 is the right invariant measure on Bn´2,´pF q. For the integration over
u P Nn´1pEq, we write
u “
ˆ
1n´2 u
1
n´2
1
˙ˆ
un´2
1
˙
P Nn´1pEq.
Then the product g´1uh is equal to
b1y
´1
1
ˆ
x´1n´2
1
˙ˆ
1n´2 u
1
n´2
1
˙ˆ
un´2
1
˙ˆ
an´2
1
˙ˆ
1n´2
cn´2 1
˙
.
(7.11)
Then the last row of the product (7.11) is equal to y´11 b1pcn´2, 1q PM1,n´1pEq. By
the condition on the support of φ1n´1 (cf. Property (i) of Prop. 7.5), we can assume
that
cn´2 P ̟mM1,n´2pOEq,
so that ϕn´1 is invariant under right translation by such
ˆ
1n´2
cn´2 1
˙
(cf. Property
(ii) of Prop. 7.5). The product of the first four matrices in (7.11) is then equal to
y´11 b1
ˆ
x´1n´2un´2an´2 x
´1
n´2u
1
n´2
1
˙
.
The integrations on cn´2 and u
1
n´2 yield respectivelyż
Mn´2,1pF q
φ1n´1py´11 b1pcn´2, 1qq dcn´2,ż
Mn´2,1pEq
φn´2pb1y´11 x´1n´2u1n´2qψτ pu1n´2q du1n´2
“|b´11 y1|n´2E |xn´2|E pφn´2p´en´2τy1b´11 xn´2q.
(Here we note that the Fourier transform of φn´2 is defined by the character ψE .)
Therefore wpgq is equal to the integration of the function of b1 P Fˆ given by the
product of the above two terms andż
Bn´2,´pF q
ż
Nn´2pEq
ϕn´2py´11 b1x´1n´2un´2an´2qψτ pun´2q|an´2|´1ηnphq dun´2 dan´2
with respect to the measure |b1|n´2db1. We may repeat the process and hence may
assume that the function on Hn´2pEq defined by
gn´2 ÞÑpφn´2p´en´2gn´2q ż
Bn´2,´pF q
ż
Nn´2pEq
ϕn´2pg´1n´2un´2an´2q
ˆ ψτ pun´2q|an´2|´1ηnpan´2q dun´2 dan´2
is zero unless g2 P H 1n´2pEq and its support is compact modulo Nn´2pEq. By the
support condition of φ1n´1 (cf. Property (i) of Prop. 7.5), we know that y
´1
1 b1 P
1`̟mOE . Since y1 is in a compact region of Eˆ, the integration of b1 must also
be in a compact region. This implies that wpgq ‰ 0 only when xn´2 P H 1n´2pEq
and in a region compact modulo Nn´2pEq. By the boundedness of vn´2 as shown
in the equation (7.10), we complete the proof of the part p1q.
To show part p2q, we need to keep track of the computation above. Since we are
now assuming that g P Hn´1pF q, we have y1 P Fˆ and hence we may substitute
b1 ÞÑ b1y1. Then for φ1n´1pb1pcn´2, 1qq to be nonzero, we must have b1 P 1`̟mOF
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(cf. Property (i) of Prop. 7.5). Note that zφn´2 and ϕn´2 are invariant under
multiplication by scalars in 1 `̟mOF . We see that wpgq is given by the product
of
ηnpyn´11 q
ż
Mn´1,1pF q
φ1n´1pb1pcn´2, 1qqdcn´2ηpbn´11 q|b1|´1 db1,
|xn´2|E pφn´2p´en´2τxn´2q,
andż
Bn´2,´pF q
ż
Nn´2pEq
ϕn´2px´1n´2un´2an´2qψτ pun´2q|an´2|´1ηnpan´2q dun´2 dan´2.
When y “ y1 ¨ diagpxn´2, 1q, xn´2 P Bn´2,´pF q, we have
δn´1pyq “ δn´2pxn´2qdetpxn´2q.(7.12)
Note that
|xn´2|E “ |xn´2|2F .
Now we may repeat this process to complete the proof. 
For admissible ϕn´1bφn´1 P C8c pHn´1pEqˆMn,1pEqq, the funciton ĂWϕn´1,φn´1
lies in C8c pNn´1pEqzHn´1pEq, ψEq and therefore determines a unique element in
W , denoted by Wϕn´1,φn´1, characterized by
Wϕn´1,φn´1
ˆ
g
1
˙
“ ĂWϕn´1,φn´1pgq, g P Hn´1pEq.(7.13)
7.3. Smoothing local Flicker–Rallis period βn. Let Πn be an irreducible uni-
tary generic representation of HnpEq. We now consider the local period Flicker–
Rallis βn (cf. §3, (3.14), (3.20)). We let W “WpΠn, ψEq be the Whittaker model
of Πn with respect to the complex conjugate of ψE for later convenience. As earlier
we have endowed W with a non-degenerate positive definite invariant Hermitian
structure (cf. (3.2)):
xW,W 1y “ ϑpW,W 1q “
ż
Nn´1pEqzHn´1pEq
W
ˆ
g
1
˙
W 1
ˆ
g
1
˙
dg.
We also consider its Kirillov model denoted by K “ KpΠn, ψEq, which is
a certain subspace of smooth functions C8pNn´1pEqzHn´1pEq, ψEq. More-
over, it is well-known that the Kirillov model always contains the subspace
C8c pNn´1pEqzHn´1pEq, ψEq of smooth compactly-supported functions.
Let W˚ be the (conjugate) algebraic dual space ofW and H be the Hilbert space
underlying the unitary representation Πn. Then W is the space of smooth vectors
in H and we have inclusions:
W Ă H ĂW˚.
The Hermitian pairing on W ˆ W extends to H ˆ H and W ˆ W˚. A similar
discussion also appears in [25, §2.1]. We still denote by Πn the representation of
HnpEq on W˚ so for any W PW ,W 1 PW˚:
xΠnpgqW,W 1y “ xW,Πnpg´1qW 1y.
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Then the local Flicker–Rallis period βn is an element in W
˚ defined by (3.14). To
ease notation, we write this as
βnpW q “
ż
Nn´1pF qzHn´1pF q
W pǫn´1hq ηnphq dh,(7.14)
where ηn is as in (7.4). We also write this as
βnpW q “ xW,βny.
It is pHnpF q, ηnq-invariant ([10]):
βn P HomHnpF qpW ,Cηnq.
We would like to smoothen the local period βn by applying some sort of “molli-
fier”.
Proposition 7.7. Let Πn be an irreducible unitary generic representation of
HnpEq. Assume that the pair ϕn´1 P C8c pHn´1pEqq, φn´1 P C8c pMn,1pEqq is m-
admissible for m ą 0. Let Wϕn´1,φn´1 P W be the element determined by (7.13).
Then for every W PW pΠn, ψEq, we have
xΠnpϕ˚n´1qΠnpφ˚n´1qW,βny “ xW,Wϕn´1,φn´1y.
In other words, the linear functional Πnpφn´1qΠnpϕn´1qβn, a priori only in W˚,
is indeed a smooth vector and is represented by Wϕn´1,φn´1 PWpΠn, ψEq.
Proof. The left hand side is given byż
Nn´1pF qzHn´1pF q
ż
Hn´1pEq
Πnpφ˚n´1qW pǫn´1hgn´1qϕn´1pg´1n´1qdgn´1ηnphq dh.
Substitute gn´1 ÞÑ h´1ǫ´1n´1gn´1,ż
Nn´1pF qzHn´1pF q
ż
Hn´1pEq
Πnpφ˚n´1qW pgn´1qϕn´1pg´1n´1ǫn´1hqdgn´1ηnphq dh.
Since W pugn´1q “ ψEpuqW pgn´1q for u P Nn´1pEq, we may rewrite the integral asż
Πnpφ˚n´1qW pgn´1q
˜ż
Nn´1pEq
ϕn´1pg´1n´1u´1ǫn´1hqψEpuqdu
¸
ηnphq dh dgn´1,
where the outer integral is over
h P Nn´1pF qzHn´1pF q, gn´1 P Nn´1pEqzHn´1pEq.
Now we also note that
Πnpφ˚n´1qW pgn´1q “
ż
Mn´1,1pEq
W
„
gn´1
ˆ
1n´1 u
1
˙
φ˚n´1puq du
“W pgn´1q
ż
Mn´1,1pEq
φn´1p´uqψEpe˚n´1gn´1uq du
“W pgn´1q pφn´1p´e˚n´1gn´1q.
This completes the proof. 
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7.4. Smoothing local Rankin-Selberg period λ. Now let Π “ Πn b Πn`1
be an irreducible unitary generic representation of G1pF q “ HnpEq ˆ Hn`1pEq.
We now need another compactness lemma. For an integer m1 ą 0, we consider
φn P C8c pMn,1pEqq:m1 (cf. Definition 7.2). Note that by definition, the Fourier
transform pφn is supported in the domain
tpx1, ..., xnq PM1,npEq||xi{xn| ď |̟|m1 , i “ 1, 2, ..., n´ 1.u(7.15)
Lemma 7.8. Let φn P C8c pMn,1pEqq:m1 . Let W P WpΠn, ψEq be such that its
restriction to Hn´1pEq has support compact modulo Nn´1pEq. If m1 is sufficiently
large (depending on the vector W ), the map
HnpEq Q g ÞÑ pφnpengqW pgq
defines an element in C8c pNnpEqzHnpEq, ψEq.
Proof. Clearly pφnpengq is NnpEq-invariant and smooth. Hence the product defines
an element in C8pNnpEqzHnpEq, ψEq. It remains to show that the product has
support compact modulo NnpEq. By the support condition of pφnpengq (cf. (7.15)),
we may assume that the lower right entry of g is non-zero. Therefore we may write
g “ xu
ˆ
h
1
˙ˆ
1n´1
v 1
˙
where h P Hn´1pEq, u P NnpEq, v P M1,n´1pEq
and x P Eˆ. Again by the assumption on pφn, we may assume that ||v|| ă |̟|m1
(otherwise pφnpengq vanishes). We may choose m1 sufficiently large so that W is
invariant under right multiplication by 1`̟m1MnpOEq (suchm1 exists sinceW PW
is smooth). We now have
pφnpengqW pgq “ ψEpuqpφnpxpv, 1qqW „xˆ h 1
˙
“ ψEpuqωΠnpxqpφnpxpv, 1qqW „ˆ h 1
˙
,
where ωΠn is the central character of Πn. Since the last factor has support compact
modulo Nn´1pEq, and x lies in a compact region, the desired compactness follows.

Since the Kirillowmodel KpΠn`1, ψEq contains C8c pNnpEqzHnpEq, ψEq as a sub-
space, we may view the product pφnpengqW pgq as an element in KpΠn`1, ψEq. This
determines uniquely an element in the Whittaker model WpΠn`1, ψEq, denoted by
Wφn . In other words, to eachW PWpΠn, ψEq whose restriction to Hn´1pEq lies in
C8c pNn´1pEqzHn´1pEq, ψEq and a φn P C8c pMn,1pEqq:m1 for m1 sufficiently large,
we associate an element Wφn PWpΠn`1, ψEq characterized by
Wφn
ˆ
g
1
˙
“ pφnpengqW pgq, g P HnpEq.(7.16)
Its complex conjugate Wφn defines an element in WpΠn`1, ψEq.
Now we recall that the local Rankin-Selberg period is defined by (cf. (3.23):
λps,W bW 1q “
ż
NnpEqzHnpEq
W pgqW 1
ˆ
g
1
˙
|g|s dg,
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where W P WpΠn, ψEq,W 1 P WpΠn`1, ψEq. It has a meromorphic continuation
to s P C (with possible poles at those poles of the local Rankin-Selberg L-factor
Lps` 1{2,Πvq). For φn P C8c pMn,1pEqq, we have an action on WpΠn`1, ψEq by:
Πn`1pφnqW 1pgq “
ż
Mn´1,1pEq
W 1
„
g
ˆ
1n´1 u
1
˙
φnpuq du, g P Hn`1pEq.
Proposition 7.9. Let Π “ Πn b Πn`1 be an irreducible unitary generic repre-
sentation of HnpEq ˆ Hn`1pEq. Assume that the restriction of W P WpΠn, ψEq
to Hn´1pEq lies in C8c pNn´1pEqzHn´1pEq, ψEq and that pφn P C8c pMn,1pEqq:m1
for m1 sufficiently large (depending on W ). Then for every W 1 P WpΠn`1, ψEq,
λps,W bΠn`1pφnqW 1q is an entire function in s P C and we have
λp0,W bΠn`1pφnqW 1q “ xW 1,Wφny.
Proof. For g P HnpEq, we have
Πn`1pφnqW 1
ˆ
g
1
˙
“
ż
Mn´1,1pEq
W 1
„ˆ
g
1
˙ˆ
1n´1 u
1
˙
φnpuq du
“
ż
Mn´1,1pEq
W 1
„ˆ
g
1
˙
ψEpenguqφpuq du
“pφnpengqW 1 „ˆ g 1
˙
.
Return to the local Rankin-Selberg period:
λps,W bΠn`1pφnqW 1q “
ż
NnpEqzHnpEq
W pgqpφnpengqW 1ˆ g 1
˙
|g|s dg.(7.17)
By Lemma 7.8, W pgqpφnpengq has compact support modulo NnpEq. It follows that
the last integral converges absolutely for all s P C and hence defines an entire
function in s P C. Moreover the value at s “ 0 is given by (cf. 7.16)
λp0,W bΠn`1pφnqW 1q “ xW 1,Wφny.
This completes the proof. 
8. Local character expansion in the general linear group case
In this section we prove a “limit” formula for the (local) spherical character in
the general linear group case. We will choose a subspace of test functions supported
in a small neighborhood of the origin of the symmetric space Sn`1. Then we may
treat them as functions on the “Lie algebra” sn`1 of Sn`1, the tangent space at the
origin. The key property for these functions is that their Fourier transforms have
vanishing unipotent orbital integrals except for the regular unipotent element. The
intermediate steps are messy and somehow ugly; but the final outcome seems to be
miraculously neat.
8.1. A “limit” formula for the spherical character IΠpfq. Now let Π “ Πnb
Πn`1 be an irreducible unitary generic representation ofHnpEqˆHn`1pEq. Assume
that the central characters of both Πn and Πn`1 are trivial on F
ˆ. Let IΠ,spfq be
the (unnormalized) local spherical character defined by (3.32). We now combine
Prop. 7.7 and 7.9 to obtain a formula of IΠ,spfq for a special class of test functions
f .
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Consider fn P C8c pHnpEqq and fn`1 P C8c pHn`1pEqq. Let φn P C8c pMn,1pEqq.
We consider a perturbation of fn`1 by φn
f
φn
n`1pgq “
ż
Mn,1pEq
fn`1
„ˆ
1n u
1
˙
g

φnpuq du, g P Hn`1pEq.
This is the same as φn ˚ fn`1 —the convolution introduced in §7.1, (7.3)—
where we view Mn,1pEq as a subgroup of Hn`1pEq. Similarly, for ϕn´1 P
C8c pHn´1pEqq, φn´1 P C8c pMn´1,1pEqq, we define a perturbation of fn: for g P
HnpEq,
fϕn´1,φn´1n pgq :“
ż
Mn´1,1pEq
ż
Hn´1pEq
fn
„
g
ˆ
x´1
1
˙ˆ
1 ´u
1
˙
ϕn´1pxqφn´1puq dx du.
Equivalently
fϕn´1,φn´1n “ fn ˚ φn´1 ˚ ϕn´1 P C8c pHnpEqq.
We will consider functions of the following form:
f “ fϕn´1,φn´1n b fφnn`1 P C8c pHnpEq ˆHn`1pEqq.
Definition 8.1. Fix Π. Let pm,m1, rq be positive integers with r ą m1 ą m ą 0.
We say that f “ fϕn´1,φn´1n b fφnn`1 is pm,m1, rq-admissible or admissible for Π if
it satisfies the following:
‚ The function ϕn´1bφn´1 is m-admissible. Hence it determines an elementĂWϕn´1,φn´1 P C8c pNn´1zHn´1pEq, ψEq (cf. Lemma 7.6) and Wϕn´1,φn´1 P
WpΠn, ψEq.
‚ The function φn P C8c pMn,1pEqq:m1 for sufficiently large m1 (depending
on Πn, ϕn´1 b φn´1 and hence on the integer m). More precisely, m1
is large enough such that Lemma 7.8 holds for W “ Wϕn´1,φn´1. Let
Wϕn´1,φn´1,φn P WpΠn`1, ψEq be the function characterized by the equa-
tion (7.16) for the choice W “Wϕn´1,φn´1.
‚ The function fn (fn`1, resp.) is a multiple of the characteristic function of
1`̟rMnpOEq (of 1`̟rMn`1pOEq , resp.). We normalize fn, fn`1 byż
HnpEq
fnpgq dg “
ż
Hn`1pEq
fn`1pgq dg “ 1.(8.1)
We require that r is sufficiently large (depending on Π, ϕn´1, φn´1, φn and
hence on m,m1) so that
ΠnpfnqWϕn´1,φn´1 “Wϕn´1,φn´1
and
Πn`1pfn`1qWϕn´1,φn´1,φn “Wϕn´1,φn´1,φn .
Proposition 8.2. Fix Π and assume that f “ fϕn´1,φn´1n b fφnn`1 is pm,m1, rq-
admissible for Π. Then we have
IΠ,spfq “ βn`1pWϕn´1,φn´1,φnq.
In particular it is independent of s P C.
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Proof. First we have
IΠ,spfn b fn`1q “
ÿ
W,W 1
λps,ΠnpfnqW bΠn`1pfn`1qW 1qβnpW q ¨ βn`1pW 1q
“
ÿ
W,W 1
λps,W bΠn`1pfn`1qW 1qβnpΠnpf˚n qW q ¨ βn`1pW 1q,
where the sum of W (W 1, resp.) runs over an orthonormal basis of Πn (Πn`1,
resp.).
For simplicity, we write φ for φn´1 and ϕ for ϕn´1. Now we replace fn by
fϕ,φn “ f ˚ φ ˚ ϕ. Note that
Πnppfϕ,φn q˚q “ Πnpϕ˚qΠnpφ˚qΠnpf˚q
By Prop. 7.7, we have for all W PWpΠn, ψEq
βnpΠnppfϕ,φn q˚qW q “ xΠnpf˚n qW,Wϕ,φy “ xW,ΠnpfnqWϕ,φy.
For any W0 PWpΠn, ψEq, we have an orthonormal expansion
W0 “
ÿ
W
xW0,W yW,
where the sum of W runs over an orthonormal basis of Πn. Hence we may fold the
sum over W to obtain
IΠ,spfϕ,φn b fn`1q “
ÿ
W 1
λps,ΠnpfnqWϕ,φ bΠn`1pfn`1qW 1qβn`1pW 1q.
Now we further replace fn`1 by f
φn
n`1 “ φn ˚fn`1 and assume that f “ fϕ,φn bfφnn`1
is admissible. By the admissibility, fn and fn`1 have small support so that we have
ΠnpfnqWϕ,φ “Wϕ,φ.
and
Πn`1pf˚n`1qWϕ,φ,φn “Wϕ,φ,φn .
Now note that the function Wϕ,φpgqpφnpengq is supported in NnpEqHnpOEq. Hence
in (7.17), we have |g|s “ 1 independent of s P C. Now by Prop. 7.9 andş
HnpEq
fnpgqdg “
ş
Hn`1pEq
fn`1pgqdg “ 1, we have for all W 1 PWpΠn`1, ψEq:
λps,ΠnpfnqWϕ,φ bΠn`1pfφnn`1qW 1q “xΠn`1pfn`1qW 1,Wϕ,φ,φny
“xW 1,Πn`1pf˚n`1qWϕ,φ,φny
“xW 1,Wϕ,φ,φny.
Then we may fold the sum over W 1 to obtain
IΠ,spfϕ,φn b fφnn`1q “ βn`1pWϕ,φ,φnq “ βn`1pWϕ,φ,φnq.
This completes the proof. 
We need to simplify the formula. Define for a P AnpF q:
δnpaq :“ detpAdpaq : nnqq{ detpAdpaq : nn´1q.(8.2)
To simplify the exposition from now on we redefine fφnn`1 as φ
_
n ˚ fn`1.
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Proposition 8.3. Fix Π and assume that f “ fϕn´1,φn´1n b fφnn`1 is pm,m1, rq-
admissible for Π. Use notations as in Lemma 7.6. Then we have
IΠ,spfq “ ωΠnpτq|τ |dnE
˜ż
Bn´1,´pF q
φ1pbq db
¸ż n´1ź
i“0
zφn´ip´yipvn´i´1, 1qτq|δnpyq|´1ηpyq d˚y dv,
where the integral of d˚ydv is over y P AnpF q, v P Nn,´pF q:
y “
¨˚
˚˝˚ y0y1y2...yn´1 . . .
y0y1
y0
‹˛‹‹‚P AnpF q,(8.3)
and
v “
n´1ź
i“1
ˆ
1i
vi 1
˙
P Nn,´pF q, vi PM1,ipF q.(8.4)
Proof. By (7.16), we have (cf. (7.14), and note to replace φn by φ
_
n )
βn`1pWϕ,φ,φnq “
ż
NnpF qzHnpF q
Wϕ,φpǫnhqpφnp´enǫnhqηn`1phq dh.
Let h “ yv where
y “ y0
ˆ
y1
1
˙
P AnpF q, y1 P An´1pF q,
and
v “
ˆ
v1
1
˙ˆ
1n´1
vn´1 1
˙
, v1 P Nn´1,´pF q.
Then we may replace the integral on the quotient NnpF qzHnpF q by the integral
over y, v as in (8.3) and (8.4) for the measure:
|δnpyq|´1
n´1ź
i“0
d˚yi
n´1ź
j“1
dvj .
Since we have δnpyq “ δn´1py1qdetpy1q “ δn´1py1qδnpy1q (cf. (7.12), (8.2)), we may
also write this as a product`|δn´1py1q|´1|y1|´1 d˚y1 dv1˘ d˚y0 dvn´1,
where d˚y1 “śn´2i“0 d˚yi and dv1 “śn´2j“1 dvj . Since the central character of Πn is
trivial on Fˆ, we have
Wϕ,φpǫny0hq “Wϕ,φpǫnhq.
By the admissibility, the value pφnp´enǫnhq “ pφnp´y0pvn´1, 1qτq is non-zero only
if }vn´1} ď |̟m1 | is very small so that
ˆ
1n´1
vn´1 1
˙
acts trivially on Wϕ,φ. This
allows us to write the integral as the product ofż pφnp´y0pvn´1, 1qτqηn`1pyn0 q d˚y0 dvn´1
and
ωΠnpτq
ż
An´1pF q
ż
Nn´1,´pF q
Wϕ,φ
ˆ
ǫn´1y
1v1
1
˙
|δn´1py1q|´1|y1|´1ηn`1py1q d˚y1 dv1,
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where we have used the equality
ǫn “ τ
ˆ
ǫn´1
1
˙
.
By definition Wϕ,φ
ˆ
ǫn´1y
1v1
1
˙
“ ĂWϕ,φ pǫn´1y1v1q (cf. (7.13)), we may apply
the formula of the latter by Lemma 7.6:
Wϕ,φ
ˆ
ǫn´1y
1v1
1
˙
“ |τ |dnE
˜ż
Bn´1,´pF q
φ1pbq db
¸
ηnpy1q|δn´1py1q|F
n´1ź
i“1
zφn´ipyipvn´i´1, 1qτq.
Finally we note ηnηn`1 “ η and ηn`1pyn0 q “ ηpyn
2
0 q “ ηpyn0 q (cf. (7.4)). This
completes the proof.

8.2. Truncated local expansion of the spherical character IΠ. We are now
ready to deduce a truncated local expansion of IΠ around the origin. As we have
alluded to in the Introduction, this expansion is the relative version of a theorem
of Harish-Chandra. His result is a local expansion of the character of an admissible
representations of a p-adic reductive group in terms of Fourier transform of nilpotent
orbital integrals. Here we obtain a truncated expansion that only involves the
regular unipotent element.
First we need to associate to f P C8c pHnpEq ˆ Hn`1pEqq with small support
around 1 a function on the Lie algebra s with small support around 0. To f “
fnbfn`1 P C8c pHnpEqˆHn`1pEqq we have associated a function rf P C8c pHn`1pEqq
by (4.16) and
rrf P C8c pSn`1pF qq by (4.17), (4.18). It is easy to see that rf “ f_n ˚fn`1
(cf. (7.2)). The Cayley map (cf. (2.5)) defines a local homeomorphism near a
neighborhood of 0 P s
c “ cn`1 : sÑ Sn`1
X ÞÑ p1 `Xqp1´Xq´1,
and its inverse is given by
c´1pxq “ ´p1´ xqp1` xq´1.
In particular, for a function Φ P C8c pSnq (φ P C8c psq, resp.) with support in a
small neighborhood of 1 P Sn`1 (0 P s, resp.), we may consider it as a function on
s (Sn`1, resp.) denoted by c
´1pΦq (cpφqq, resp.). We also have a morphism:
ι “ ιn`1 : sÑ Hn`1pEq
X ÞÑ 1`X,
such that, wherever they are all defined, we have ν ˝ ι “ c :
Hn`1pEq
ν

s
ι
;;
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇
✇ c // Sn`1
where ν is as in (4.8).
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Definition 8.4. We associate to f P C8c pHnpEq ˆ Hn`1pEqq a function on s
denoted by f6:
f6pXq :“
ż
HnpF q
rfpp1 `Xqhq dh, X P s,(8.5)
if n is even, and
f6pXq :“
ż
HnpF q
rfpp1 `Xqhqη1pp1 `Xqhq dh, X P s,(8.6)
if n is odd, where rf is defined by (4.16).
Then we have when detp1´Xq ‰ 0
c´1p rrfqpXq “ f6pXq, X P s.
From now on, all the test functions at hand will be supported in suitable neighbour-
hoods of the obvious distinguished points of HnpEq ˆHn`1pEq, Sn`1pF q and spF q
so that c is well-defined. In particular, we have f6 P C8c psq.
We then consider spF q as a subspace of Mn`1pEq. On Mn`1pEq we have a
bilinear pairing xX,Y y :“ trpXY q, under which the decomposition Mn`1pEq “
Mn`1pF q ‘ spF q is orthogonal. We then define the Fourier transform on spF q with
respect to the restriction of the above pairing:pf6pXq :“ ż
s
f6pY qψptrpXY qq dY.
Here the measure is normalized so that
ppf6pXq “ f6p´Xq (cf. §2 (2.2)). We will
consider the orbital integral (Definition 6.10) of the regular unipotent element
ξ´ “ ξn`1,´ “ τ
¨˚
˚˝ 0 0 ... 01 0 0 ...
... 1 0 0
0 ... 1 0
‹˛‹‚P spF q.(8.7)
Theorem 8.5. Let Π be an irreducible unitary generic representation. Then for
any small neighborhood Ω of 1 P G1pF q, there exists admissible f P C8c pΩq such
that for all s P C:
IΠ,spfq “ |τ |pdn`dn`1q{2E ωΠnpτq ¨ µξ´ppf6q,
where ωΠn is the central character of Πn, the constant dn “
`
n
3
˘
is as in (4.23).
Remark 14. Note that µξ´ppf6q depends on the choice of τ , but η1p∆´pξ´qqµξ´ppf6q
does not .
The proof will occupy the rest of this section by several steps.
8.3. Determine f6. We consider admissible functions of the form f
ϕn´1,φn´1
n b
f
φ_n
n`1—note the change to φ
_
n to simplify our later exposition (cf. (7.2)). Let P—
not to be confused with the mirabolic Pn—be the subgroup P ofHn`1pEq consisting
of elements ¨˚
˚˝ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚˚ ... ˚ ˚
0 0 1 ˚
0 0 0 1
‹˛‹‚P Hn`1pEq ĂMn`1pEq.
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The triple pϕn´1, φn´1, φnq then defines a function Ψ on P by
Ψ
»–¨˝ x u1 u1
1
‚˛fifl :“ ϕn´1pxqφn´1puqφnpu1q,(8.8)
where x P Hn´1pEq, u PMn´1,1pEq, u1 PMn,1pEq. For simplicity, we write
fΨ “ fϕn´1,φn´1n b fφ
_
n
n`1.(8.9)
We also consider the Lie algebra p of P , consisting of:¨˚
˚˝ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚˚ ... ˚ ˚
0 0 0 ˚
0 0 0 0
‹˛‹‚PMn`1pEq.
Both p and P are considered as subsets of Mn`1pEq. The map p ÞÑ 1 ` p from p
to P defines a local homeomorphism from ̟ppOEq to its image. The function Ψ is
supported in the subgroup of P pEq:
P p̟Oq ‘ pp̟O´Eq “ 1` pp̟OEq.
Note that 1` pp̟OEq is a compact subgroup of Mn`1pEq and hence unimodular.
So both the left and the right invariant measure on P pEq restrict to a Haar measure
on it. Let pϕn´1, φn´1, φnq be pm,m1q-admissible. We may write φi “ φ` b φ´i
(i “ n ´ 1, n) according to the decomposition Mi,1pEq “ Mi,1pF q ‘ Mi,1pE´q
and similarly for ϕn´1 viewed as a function on Mn´1pEq. Write p “ p` ‘ p´ for
p˘ “ pXMn`1pE˘q. Then we define Ψ` and Ψ´ as functions on 1` p`pOF q and
p´, respectively:
Ψ? “ ϕ?n´1 b φ?n´1 b φ?n, ? “ ˘,
as follows:
Ψ`
»–¨˝ x u1 u1
1
‚˛fifl :“ ϕ`n´1pxqφ`n´1puqφ`n pu1q,(8.10)
where x P Hn´1pF q, u PMn´1,1pF q, u1 PMn,1pF q, and
Ψ´
»–¨˝ x u0 u1
0
‚˛fifl :“ ϕ´n´1pxqφ´n´1puqφ´n pu1q,(8.11)
where x P Hn´1pE´q, u PMn´1,1pE´q, u1 PMn,1pE´q. We have
Ψpp` ` p´q “ Ψ`pp`qΨ´pp´q, p` P 1` p`, p´ P p´.(8.12)
Lemma 8.6. Assume that fΨ “ fϕn´1,φn´1n bfφ
_
n
n`1 is admissible. Then the function
Ψ´ has the following invariance property
Ψ´pp`p´q “ Ψ´pp´q(8.13)
whenever p` P supppΨ`q.
Proof. By the admissibility (8.1), we may and will assume that Ψ` is a multiple of
the characteristic function of the subset of 1 ` p`pOF q consisting of the matrices
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pxijq where xij ” δijpmod̟mq when j ď n and xi,n`1 ” δi,n`1pmod̟m1q. Any
p` P supppΨ`q is of the form¨˝
x u
1
u1
1
‚˛, x P 1`̟mMn´1pOF q, u P ̟mMn´1,1pOF q.
To show (8.13), we may assume that p´ P supppΨ´q. Now we note that
p`p´ “
¨˝
x u
1
u1
1
‚˛¨˝ x´ u´ v´0 v1´
0
‚˛“
¨˝
xx´ xu´ xv´ ` uv1´
0 v1´
0
‚˛.
Now the invariance follows from Definition 7.2 (for φn), and Property (iii), (iv) of
ϕn´1 b φn´1 in Prop. 7.5. 
Lemma 8.7. Fix Π and assume that fΨ “ fϕn´1,φn´1n b fφ
_
n
n`1 is admissible for Π.
Then we have
fΨ6 pXq “ cpΨ`q
ż
p´
f6pX ` pqΨ´ppq dp,
where f6 is the function on s associated to fn b fn`1 and
cpΨ`q “
ż
1`p`p̟Oq
Ψ`ppq dp(8.14)
is a constant.
Proof. We consider the case when n is odd; the case n even is similar and only
require us to change notations in several places. By definition we haveĂfΨ “ pfn ˚ φn´1 ˚ ϕn´1q_ ˚ fφ_nn`1 “ ϕ_n´1 ˚ φ_n´1 ˚ f_n ˚ fφ_nn`1.
Since fi (i “ n, n` 1) is a multiple of 11`̟r
E
MipOEq for some and
ş
fpgqdg “ 1, we
may assume that f_n ˚ fφnn`1 is the same as fφnn`1:ĂfΨ “ ϕ_n´1 ˚ φ_n´1 ˚ fφ_nn`1 “ ϕ_n´1 ˚ φ_n´1 ˚ φ_n ˚ fn`1.
Explicitly, this reads
ĂfΨpgq “ ż ϕn´1pxqφn´1puqfφ_nn`1puxgq dx du “ ż
P
Ψppqfn`1ppgq dp.
Let’s denote the right hand side by fΨn`1pgq. By our choice of fn`1 also implies
that fn`1 is conjugate invariant under 1`̟Mn`1pOEq:
fn`1phgh´1q “ fn`1pgq, h P 1`̟Mn`1pOEq.(8.15)
By the support condition, fΨ6 pXq vanishes unless X P spOF q. We thus assume that
X P spOF q. Then by definition and the support condition of Ψ, we have:
fΨ6 pXq “
ż
Hn`1pF q
ż
P pEq
Ψppqfn`1ppp1`Xqhq dp dh
“
ż
Hn`1pF q
ż
p´
ż
P pF q
Ψpp`p1` p´qqfn`1pp`p1` p´qp1`Xqhq dp` dp´ dh.
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Note that Ψpp`p1`p´qq “ Ψ`pp`qΨ´pp`p´q (cf. (8.12)) and Ψ´pp`p´q “ Ψ´pp´q
(cf. (8.13)). Together with the conjugate invariance (8.15), we have
fΨ6 pXq “
ż
Hn`1pF q
ż
p´
ż
P pF q
Ψ`pp`qΨ´pp´qfn`1pp1 ` p´qp1 `Xqhp`q dp` dp´ dh
“
ż
Hn`1pF q
ż
p´
ż
P pF q
Ψ`pp`qΨ´pp´qfn`1pp1 ` p´qp1 `Xqhq dp` dp´ dh
“cpΨ`q
ż
Hn`1pF q
ż
p´
Ψ´pp´qfn`1pp1 ` p´qp1`Xqhq dp´ dh.
Note that
p1 ` p´qp1`Xq “ p1 ` p´Xqp1` p1` p´Xq´1pp´ `Xqq
and p1` p´Xq P 1`̟Mn`1pOF q Ă Hn`1pF q. We haveż
Hn`1pF q
ż
p´
Ψ´pp´qfn`1pp1` p´qp1`Xqhq dp´ dh
“
ż
Hn`1pF q
ż
p´
Ψ´pp´qfn`1pp1` p1` p´Xq´1pp´ `Xqqhq dp´ dh.
Compared to the definition of f6 for f “ fn b fn`1, we obtain
fΨ6 pXq “cpΨ`q
ż
p´
Ψ´pp´qf6pp1` p´Xq´1pp´ `Xqq dp´.
Finally note that f6pXq is a multiple of 1̟rspOF q for some r ą 1. It follows that
f6pXq “ f6phXq for any h P 1 `̟MnpOF q. Since p´ P supppΨ´q Ă p´p̟Oq and
X P spOq, we therefore obtain
fΨ6 pXq “ cpΨ`q
ż
p´
Ψ´pp´qf6pp´ `Xq dp´.
This completes the proof. 
8.4. Local constancy of the orbital integral and a formula for the regular
nilpotent orbital integral. To compare with the unitary group case in the next
section, we need to understand the orbital integral of xfΨ6 in Lemma 8.7, at least
around zero. We show that the orbital integral is locally constant around zero.
This constant is essentially given by the regular unipotent orbital integral (for ξ´
defined by (8.7)) of Fourier transform xfΨ6 of fΨ6 on s.
Lemma 8.8. Fix any m-admissible function pϕn´1, φn´1q.
(1) For an arbitrarily large compact neighborhood Z of 0 P s, there ex-
ists large enough pm,m1, rq and an pm,m1, rq-admissible function fΨ “
f
ϕn´1,φn´1
n b fφ
_
n
n`1, such that the orbital integral η
1p∆´pXqqOpX, xfΨ6 q is a
(nonzero) constant for regular semisimple X P Z and and this constant is
equal to η1p∆´pξ´qqµξ´pxfΨ6 q.
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(2) Let fΨ be as in (1). Then the regular unipotent orbital integral µξ´pxfΨ6 q is
equal to
cpΨ`q|δn,Epǫnq|´1{2
n´1ź
i“1
φ
1´
i p0q
ˆ
ż
AnpF qNn,´pF q
nź
i“1
xφ´i p´aipvi´1, 1qτq|δnpaq|´1ηpaq d˚a dv,
where vi PMi,1pF q, and δnpaq is defined by (8.2).
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume cpΨ`q “ 1. Assume that fΨ is
pm,m1, rq-admissible. By Lemma 8.7, when r is large enough, the function fΨ6 on
sn`1 is of the form Ψ
´ b φ1´n b φ´n`1 corresponding to the decomposition
sn`1 “ p´ ‘M1,npE´q ‘M1,n`1pE´q.
More precisely we may write the function on s defined by
X ÞÑ fΨ6 p´Xq
in the following form:
φ
1´
1 φ
´
1 φ
´
2 ¨ ¨ ¨ φ´n
φ
1´
2
...
...
. . .
φ
1´
n`1
We also write fΨ6 as the tensor product
ϕ´n b φ´n b φ
1´
n`1,
where ϕ´n P C8c psnq. We recall their key properties for our computation below:
(i) For i “ 1, ..., n´ 1, φ1´i is a nonzero multiple of the characteristic function
of ̟mOE´ ; each of φ
1´
n and φ
1´
n`1 is a nonzero multiple of the characteristic
function of ̟rOE´ , normalized so that
y
φ
1´
n p0q “ zφ1´n`1p0q “ 1.
(ii) For i “ 1, ..., n´ 1, φi is in C8c pMi,1pEqq:m; φn is in C8c pMi,1pEqq:m1 .
(iii) the function xϕ´n on sn is invariant under left and right multiplication by
1`̟mMn´1pOF q (as a subgroup of Hn´1pF q, and hence of HnpF q).
Back to the orbital integral, we may fix an arbitrarily large compact neighbor-
hood Z of 0 in the quotient of sn`1 by Hn. We use the following regular elements
(cf. §6, (6.13)):
̺px, yq “ τ
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ 0 ... 0 xn yn1 0 ... xn´1 yn´1
0 1 0 ... yn´2
... 0 1 x1 ...
0 ... 0 1 y0
‹˛‹‹‹‚P sn`1,(8.16)
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where px, yq P F 2n`1 and we may assume that Z is a compact neighborhood of 0
in F 2n`1. We also denote
̺pxq “ τ
¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
0 ¨ ¨ ¨ 0 xn
1 0
... xn´1
0 1 0
...
... 0 1 x1
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚P sn.(8.17)
It suffices to show that, when we increase m,m1, r suitably, the orbital integral of
̺px, yq is a constant when px, yq lies in the fixed compact set Z . We proceed in
three steps.
Step 1. To ease notation, we denote
f 1 “ xfΨ6 .
By definition we have
Op̺px, yq, xfΨ6 q “ ż
HnpF q
xfΨ6 ph´1̺px, yqhqηphq dh “ ż
HnpF q
f 1ph´1̺px, yqhqηphq dh.
(8.18)
We may write h P H 1npF q as
h “ ankv, k P NnHn´1, v “
ˆ
1n´1
vn´1 1
˙
, an P Fˆ.
Then the last row of h´1ξ´h is of the form
panpvn´1, 1q, y0qτ.
For the integrand f 1ph´1̺px, yqhq to be nonzero, anpvn´1, 1qmust be in the support
of xφ´n . Since φn P C8c pMn,1pEqq:m1), we may assume that (cf. (7.15))
}vn´1} ď |̟m
1 |.
Now we claim that if h´1̺pxqh lies in the support of xϕ´n , then the last column
of h´1̺pxqh P sn is bounded by a polynomial of the norms of xi (1 ď i ď n) and
|̟|´m, independent of r. To show this, suppose that g “ h´1̺pxqh lies in the
support of xϕ´n . The same argument as in the previous paragraph shows that we
may find v “
ˆ
1n´2
vn´2 1
˙
P Nn´1,´ P Nn,´ with }vn´2} ď |̟|m, such that v´1gv
is of the form ¨˚
˚˝˚˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
0 0 0 αn´1 ˚
‹˛‹‹‹‚.
Since xϕ´n is invariant under both left and right multiplication by 1`̟mMn´1pOF q,
the above v´1gv again lies in the support of xϕ´n . Continuing this process, we may
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find an element v ofNn´1,´pF q Ă NnpF q whose off-diagonal entries all lie in̟mOF ,
such that v´1gv is of the form¨˚
˚˚˚˚
˝
˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
α1 ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
0 α2 ˚ ˚ ˚
0 0
. . . ˚ ˚
0 0 0 αn´1 ˚
‹˛‹‹‹‹‚
and remains in the support of xϕ´n . Since the functions φi, 1 ď i ď n ´ 1, lie in
C8c pMi,1pEqq:m, all |αi| (1 ď i ď n ´ 1) are equal to some constant multiple of
|̟|´2m. Note that the xi’s are the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of g
and hence of v´1gv. Now by Corollary 6.7 (taking transpose), it is easy to see that
each entry of the last column of v´1gv is a polynomial of the first n´ 1 columns of
v´1gv, αi, α
´1
i ’s and the xi’s. This shows that the claim holds for the last column
of v´1gv and hence also for g itself since the off-diagonal entries of v is bounded by
|̟|m. This proves the claim.
Now by the claim, there exists large enough m10 and r0 such that once m
1 ě m10
and r ě r0, we have the following invariance property when px, yq P Z :
f 1ph´1̺px, yqhq “ xϕ´n p´k´1̺pxqkqxφ´n p´anpvn´1, 1qτqzφ1´n`1ph´1yτq(8.19)
if the left hand side is not zero (i.e., at least h´1̺px, yqh lies in the support of f 1).
Step 2. We now may repeat the process and utilize the property (iii) (i.e., the
invariance of xϕ´n under 1`̟mMn´1pOF q). We write
h “ uav, a “
¨˚
˝ a1a2 ¨ ¨ ¨ an . . .
an
‹˛‚, u P NnpF q,
and write v P Nn´pF q as the product of
ˆ
1n´i
vn´i 1
˙
P Nn´i`1,´pF q Ă Nn´pF q
for 1 ď i ď n´ 1. In Step 1 we have seen that }vn´1} ď |̟|m1. Since the functions
φi, 1 ď i ď n´1, lie in C8c pMi,1pEqq:m, and by the property (iii), we may inductively
show that:
}vi} ď |̟|m, 1 ď i ď n´ 2.
We now view
Ân`1
i“1
y
φ
1´
i as a function on the set of upper triangular elements
and then consider it as a function on sn`1 via the natural projection from sn`1
to the upper triangular elements. Then, when px, yq P Z , the orbital integral
Op̺px, yq, xfΨ6 q is equal to (cf. (8.18)):
ż ˜n`1â
i“1
y
φ
1´
i
¸
p´puaq´1̺px, yquaq du
nź
i“1
xφ´i p´aipvi´1, 1qτq|δnpaq|´1ηpaq d˚a dv,
(8.20)
where u P NnpF q, v P Nn,´pF q.
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Step 3. Note that u´1̺px, yqu is of the form
u´1̺px, yqu “ τ
¨˚
˚˝˚˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚1 ˚ ˚ ˚ ˚
0 1 ˚ ˚ ˚
0 0 1 ˚ ˚
0 0 0 1 ˚
‹˛‹‹‹‚.
By Lemma 6.6, we may make a substitution to replace the integral over u in (8.20)
by an integral over u1 of elements of the form
u1 “
¨˚
˚˝ ˚ ˚ ˚ 01 ˚ ˚ 0
0 1 ˚ 0
0 0 1 0
‹˛‹‚P HnpF q,(8.21)
and the measure du1 is induced by du:
ż ˜n`1â
i“1
y
φ
1´
i
¸
ppuaq´1̺px, yquaq du
“
ż ˜n`1â
i“1
y
φ
1´
i
¸¨˝
a´1
¨˝
u1 ˚ ˚
1 ˚ ˚
0 1 ˚
‚˛aτ‚˛du1,
where the last two columns are polynomials of entries of u1, xi, yj and n, by Lemma
6.6 (taking transpose). Now we may increase r suitably (i.e., increase the support
of yφ1´n and zφ1´n`1) so that the constraints of the last columns on u1 is superfluous.
In particular, there exists r1 ą r0 large enough (depending on m,m1 and Z ) such
that when r ą r1 we have
ż ˜n`1â
i“1
y
φ
1´
i
¸
ppuaq´1̺px, yquaq du
“zφ1´n`1p0qyφ1´n p0q ż
˜
n´1â
i“1
y
φ
1´
i
¸`
a´1u1aτ
˘
du1.
This is independent of px, yq P Z . By (8.20), we conclude that the orbital integral
Op̺px, yq, xfΨ6 q is a constant and the constant is equal to the regular unipotent
orbital integral Op̺p0, 0q, xfΨ6 q “ µξ´pxfΨ6 q. This finishes the proof the first part of
the lemma.
To prove the second part of the lemma, it remains to evaluate the regular unipo-
tent orbital integral µξ´pxfΨ6 q. First we note that yφ1´n p0q “ zφ1´n`1p0q “ 1 by our
normalization. We make the substitution u1 ÞÑ au1a´1 “ Adpaqu1 (equivalently,
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u1ij ÞÑ u1ij
ś
iăℓďj aℓ for 1 ď i ď n´ 1). This yieldsż ˜n´1â
i“1
y
φ
1´
i
¸
pa´1u1aτq du1
“detpAdpaq : nn´1q
ż ˜n´1â
i“1
y
φ
1´
i
¸
pu1τq du1
“detpAdpaq : nn´1q|τ |´p1`2`...`pn´2qq{2E
n´1ź
i“1
φ
1´
i p0q.
(Or more explicitly detpAdpaq : nn´1q “
śn´1
i“1 |ai|pi´1qpn´iq.) Here the factor
|τ |p1`2`...`pn´2qq{2E “ |δn,Epǫnq|1{2
is caused by the difference between the measures on Fτ and E´. We thus proved
that µO0ppf6q is equal to
|δn,Epǫnq|1{2
n´1ź
i“1
φ
1´
i p0q
ż
AnpF qNn,´pF q
nź
i“1
xφ´i p´aipvi´1, 1qτq|δnpaq|´1ηpaq d˚a dv.
(Or more explicitly, δnpaq “ detpAdpaq : nnqq{ detpAdpaq : nn´1q “
śn´1
i“1 |ai|n´i.)

8.5. Proof of Theorem 8.5. We choose an admissible function fΨ “ fϕn´1,φn´1n b
f
φ_n
n`1 for Π so that it also verifies the conditions Lemma 8.8. We decompose
ϕn´1, φn´1 as in Lemma 7.6 and similarly φn. Note thatż n´1ź
i“0
zφn´ip´yipvn´i´1, 1qτq|δnpyq|´1ηpyq d˚y dv,
“
˜
n´1ź
i“0
zφ`n´ip0q
¸ż n´1ź
i“0
zφ´n´ip´yipvn´i´1, 1qτq|δnpyq|´1ηpyq d˚y dv,
“
˜
nź
i“1
ż
Mi,1pF q
φ`i pxiq dxi
¸ż n´1ź
i“0
zφ´n´ip´yipvn´i´1, 1qτq|δnpyq|´1ηpyq d˚y dv,
where y P AnpF q, v P Nn,´pF q are as in (8.3) and (8.4). Moreover,ż
Bn´1,´pF q
φ1pbq db “
n´1ź
i“1
φ
1´
i p0q
n´1ź
i“1
ż
M1,ipF q
φ
1`
i pbiq dbi.
It is clear that the constant in (8.14) is given by
cpΨ`q “
nź
i“1
ż
Mi,1pF q
φ`i pxiq dxi
n´1ź
i“1
ż
M1,ipF q
φ
1`
i pbiq dbi.
Note that
|τ |pdn`dn`1q{2E “ |δn´1,Epǫn´1q|1{2|δn,Epǫnq|1{2 “ |δn´1,Epǫn´1q||δn,Epǫnq|1{2.
Then the identity in Theorem 8.5 follows by comparing Prop. 8.3 with Lemma 8.8.
Moreover, we may choose such admissible function with arbitrarily small support
by increasing pm,m1, rq and such that µξ´pfΨ6 q ‰ 0.
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9. Local character expansion in the unitary group case
9.1. Three ingredients from [51]. Let F be a non-archimedean local field of
characteristic zero. We need to recall the main local results of [51]. There are
two isomorphism classes of Hermitian spaces W1,W2 of dimension n. Denote by
HWi “ UpWiq the unitary group. We let Vi “ Wi ‘ Ee be the orthogonal sum of
Wi and a one-dimensional space Ee with norm xe, ey “ 1. Denote by ui the Lie
algebra of UpViq. We have a bijection of regular semisimple orbits (cf. (4.6) and
[51, §3.1])
HnpF qzspF qrs » HW1pF qzu1pF qrs
ž
HW2pF qzu2pF qrs.
A regular semisimple X P s matches some Y P ui if and only if
ηp∆pX{τqq “ ηpdiscpWiqq,(9.1)
where discpWiq P Fˆ{NEˆ is the discriminant ofWi. For an f 1 P C8c psq and a pair
pf1, f2q, fi P C8c puiq, we say that f 1 matches pf1, f2q, if for all matching regular
semisimple X P s, Y P ui, we have (cf. (6.14))
η1p∆`pXqqOpX, f 1q “ OpY, fiq,(9.2)
where η1 is a fixed choice of character Eˆ Ñ Cˆ with restriction η1|Fˆ “ η.
Let W P tW1,W2u. Analogous to the general linear group case (cf. Definition
8.5), to a function in a small neighborhood of 1 P G “ UpW q ˆUpV q, we associate
a function on the Lie algebra u of UpV q. For f “ fn b fn`1 P C8c pGq, we let rf be
the function on UpV q defined byrfpgq :“ ż
UpW q
fnphqfn`1phgq dh, g P UpV q.
If f is supported in a small neighborhood Ω of 1 in G, then rf is supported in a
small neighborhood rΩ of 1 in UpV q. Since the Cayley map c : u Ñ UpV q is a
local homeomorphism around 0 P u, we may denote ω “ c´1prΩq » rΩ and to rf we
associate a function denoted by f6 “ c´1p rfq on u supported in ω. To connect the
smooth transfer on the groups to the one on Lie algebras, we need:
Lemma 9.1. Let f 1 P C8c pG1pF qq and fi P C8c pUpWiq ˆ UpViqq (i “ 1, 2) be
matching functions (in the sense of §4, (4.14)) with support in a neighborhood of
the identity where the Cayley map is well-defined. Then the functions f 16 P C8c psq
and fi,6 P C8c puiq (i “ 1, 2) match.
Proof. The support condition ensures that the associated functions f 16, fi,6 are well-
defined. Then it remains to show the transfer factor are compatible:
η1p∆`pXqqOpX, f 16q “ ΩpgqOpg, f 1q,
where νpgq “ cpXq P Sn`1pF q. This follows from the proof of [51, Lemma 3.5]. 
Now we only consider one Hermitian space W P tW1,W2u, with the correspond-
ing groups UpW q, UpV q, and the Lie algebra u. We say that f P C8c puq and
f 1 P C8c psq match if the equality (9.2) holds for all regular semisimple X matching
Y P u.
In [51, Theorem 2.6] the following result is proved:
Theorem 9.2. For any f P C8c puq there exists a matching f 1 P C8c psq and con-
versely.
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Moreover we have [51, Theorem 4.17]:
Theorem 9.3. If the functions f and f 1 match, then so do ǫp1{2, η, ψqnp1`nq{2 pf
and pf 1.
An important ingredient of the proof of both theorems above is a local relative
trace formula on Lie algebra ([51, Theorem 4.6]). Now we only need the one in the
unitary group case .
Theorem 9.4. For f1, f2 P C8c puq, we haveż
u
f1pXqOpX, pf2q dX “ ż
u
OpX, pf1qf2pXq dX,
where the integrals are absolutely convergent.
9.2. A hypothesis. We now return to the local spherical character in the unitary
group case . Let π be an irreducible admissible representation of G “ UpV qˆUpW q.
We use the measure on UpV q determined by the self-dual measure on u via the
Cayley map. We call a subset Ω Ă G a UpW q ˆ UpW q-domain (associated to ω)
if there is an open and closed subset ω in the F -points pHzuqpF q of categorical
quotient Hzu10 such that
‚ the Cayley map is defined on the preimage of ω in u and takes the preimage
of ω to Ω1 Ă UpV q.
‚ Ω is the preimage of Ω1 under the contraction map UpW q ˆUpV q Ñ UpV q
(given by pgn, gn`1q ÞÑ gngn`1).
In particular, Ω is UpW q ˆ UpW q-invariant, open and closed.
We consider the following:
Hypothesis p‹q for π: there exist a neighborhood Ω Ă G of 1 P G that is a
UpW q ˆ UpW q-domain, and a function Φ P C8c puq, such that
Φp0q “ 1,(9.3)
and for all f P C8c pΩq Ă C8c pGq,
Jπpfq “
ż
u
f6pXqOpX,Φq dX.
Theorem 9.5. Assume that π is tempered and HomHpπ,Cq ‰ 0. Let φ be a matrix
coefficient of π such that ż
H
φphq dh “ 1.
Then the distribution Jπ is represented by the orbital integral of φ, as a function
on G:
G Q g ÞÑ Opg, φq.
Moreover, the orbital integral g ÞÑ Opg, φq is a bi-H-invariant function that is locally
L1 on G.
Proof. When π is tempered and HomHpπ,Cq ‰ 0, we have α ‰ 0, (cf. Property
(iii) after (1.3)). Hence there exists φ such that
ş
H
φphqdh ‰ 0. Up to a scalar
multiplication, we may assume that
ş
H
φphqdh “ 1. Then the theorem is proved in
[24]. 
10In our case, the categorical quotient Hzu :“ SpecOHu is an affine space and the natural
morphism u Ñ Hzu induces a continuous map on the F -points: upF q Ñ pHzuqpF q.
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Proposition 9.6. Assume that HomHpπ,Cq ‰ 0. If the group H “ UpW q is
compact or π is supercuspidal, then π verifies Hypothesis p‹q.
Proof. Assume first that π is supercuspidal. We choose an open and closed neigh-
borhood ω of 0 in the categorical quotient of u. Clearly we may choose such ω so
that the Cayley map is defined on the preimage of ω in u. Then the associated
UpW q ˆ UpW q-domain Ω is open and closed neighborhood of 1 P G. Let φ be a
matrix coefficient as in Theorem 9.5. We consider φΩ “ φ ¨1Ω where 1Ω is the char-
acteristic function of Ω. Since φ P C8c pGq and Ω is open and closed, the function
φΩ also lies in C
8
c pGq. We now consider the function ĂφΩ which lies C8c pUpV qq and
let Φ “ φΩ,6 P C8c puq be the corresponding function on u via the Cayley map. It is
important to note that we still have
Φp0q “ 1.(9.4)
Moreover the measure on u is transferred to the measure on UpV q. Then Φ P C8c puq
and for all function f P C8c pGq with small support around 1,
Jπpfq “
ż
g
f6pXqOpX,Φq dX.
If H is compact (so that dimW ď 2 or E{F “ C{R), then there is a non-zero
vector φ0 P π fixed by H . Then for all f , we have
Jπpfq “ volpHq
ż
G
fpgqxπpgqφ0, φ0y dg
for a norm one φ0 P πH . Set Φpgq “ volpHq´1xπpgqφ0, φ0y. Then the same trunca-
tion as above completes the proof.

We say that f is admissible if there is an admissible f 1 matching f .
Theorem 9.7. Assume that π verifies Hypothesis p‹q. Then there exist an ad-
missible functions f P C8c pGpF qq and a matching function f 1 P C8c pG1pF qq such
that
Jπpfq “ pη1pτq{ǫp1{2, η, ψqqnpn`1q{2ηpdiscpW qqyµξ´pf 16q ‰ 0.
Proof. Suppose that in Hypothesis p˚q we have a UpW q ˆUpW q-domain Ω associ-
ated to ω in the categorical quotient of u. Since the categorical quotient of s and
that of u are isomorphic we also view ω as an open and closed set in the quotient
of s. Let f 1 P C8c pG1q be an pm,m1, rq-admissible function and f P C8c pGq be a
matching function. We claim that we may choose an f supported in Ω. Indeed
we may choose pm,m1, rq very large so that the support of f 1 is very small, say, so
that the image of the support of f 16 in the categorical quotient of s is contained in
ω. Now we choose any f0 that matches f
1. Then we set f “ f0 ¨ 1Ω. Clearly the
function f has the same orbital integral as f0 and is supported in Ω. This proves
the claim.
Now we apply the local trace formula (Theorem 9.4)ż
u
f6pY qOpY,Φq dY “
ż
u
OpY, pf6qqΦpY q dY,
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where qΦ is the inverse of the Fourier transform. By the compatibility between
Fourier transform and smooth transfer (Theorem 9.3) and (9.2), we have
ǫp1{2, η, ψqnpn`1q{2OpY, pf6q “ η1p∆`pXqqOpX, pf 16q(9.5)
for matching regular semisimple X and Y . Since qΦ has compact support, we
may choose a compact neighborhood Z of 0 P s so that the image of Z in the
quotient HnzspF q » HzupF q contains the image of supppqΦq. By Lemma 8.8, we
may choose an admissible functions f 1 such that η1p∆´pXqqOpX, pf 16q is equal to a
non-zero constant η1p∆´pξ´qqOpξ´, pf 16q when X P Z . Thus for regular semisimple
Y P supppqΦq we have:
OpY, pf6q “ ǫp1{2, η, ψq´npn`1q{2η1p∆`pXq{∆´pXqqη1p∆´pξ´qqµξ´ppf 16q ‰ 0.
By (cf. (9.1)), we know that
ηp∆`pXq{∆´pXqq “ ηp∆`pX{τq{∆´pX{τqq “ ηp∆pX{τqq “ ηpdiscpW qq.
We note that η1p∆´pξ´qq “ η1pτqnpn`1q{2. Therefore for all regular semisimple
Y P supppqΦq, we have
OpY, pf6q “ pη1pτq{ǫp1{2, η, ψqqnpn`1q{2ηpdiscpW qqµξ´ppf 16q ‰ 0.
We obtain
Jπpfq “
ż
u
OpX, pf6qqΦpXq dX
“pη1pτq{ǫp1{2, η, ψqqnpn`1q{2ηpdiscpW qqµξ´ppf 16q ¨ ż
u
qΦpXq dX
“pη1pτq{ǫp1{2, η, ψqqnpn`1q{2ηpdiscpW qqµξ´ppf 16q ¨ Φp0q.
By Hypothesis p‹q we have
Φp0q “ 1.
The theorem now follows. 
9.3. Completion of the proof of Theorem 4.6: Case (2)-(ii) and (2)-(iii).
It remains to prove case (2)-(ii) and (2)-(iii), i.e., when v is non-split. If we choose
a suitable admissible function f 1 and a smooth transfer f , then the equality holds
for f, f 1 by Theorem 8.5, Prop. 9.6 and Theorem 9.7.
9.4. Concluding remarks. Note that we only deal with πv which appears as a
local component of a global π. But we expect Conjecture 4.4 to hold in general (as
long as Πv is generic in order to define IΠv ).
We conclude with
Conjecture 9.8. The spherical character IΠ and Jπ are representable by a locally
L1 function which is smooth (locally constant in the non-archimedean case) on an
open subset.
There should be a more complete analogue of the Harish–Chandra local character
expansion in our relative setting. Moreover, it seems that the spherical character
(if non-zero) should contain as much information as the usual character of the
representation.
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AUTOMORPHIC PERIOD AND THE CENTRAL VALUE OF RANKIN–SELBERG L-FUNCTION73
Abstract. Using the relative trace formula of Jacquet and Rallis, under some
local conditions we prove a refinement of the global Gan–Gross–Prasad con-
jecture proposed by Ichino–Ikeda and N. Harris for unitary groups. We need
to assume some expected properties of L-packets and some part of the local
Gan-Gross-Prasad conjecture.
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